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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION
Consent encounters are one of the means of interdiction used by the
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to carry out its mission. This report
focuses on what are sometimes referred to as “cold” consent encounters.
These can occur in one of two ways: (1) when an agent approaches an
individual based on no particular behavior; or (2) when an agent approaches
an individual based on the officer’s perception that the person is exhibiting
characteristics indicative of drug trafficking without the officer having any
independent predicating information. The encounter typically entails the
officer asking for consent to speak with the individual and, if the agent thinks
it warranted, to seek consent to search their belongings. These encounters
are considered voluntary because the officer does not seek to require the
person to participate in the encounter or submit to a search based on prior
information about the person or their connection to drug trafficking. Within
DEA operations, cold consent encounters are primarily used by DEA
interdiction Task Force Groups (TFGs) that work to interdict drug trafficking
at transportation facilities.
Such cold consent encounters can raise civil rights concerns. The
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) initiated this review after receiving
complaints from two African American women resulting from separate DEAinitiated cold consent encounters at an airport. Although neither of these
complaints was substantiated, the incidents raised concerns because the
Department of Justice (Department) has noted that cold consent encounters
are more often associated with racial profiling than contacts based on
previously acquired information.1 From 2009 to 2013, DEA interdiction TFGs
seized $163 million in 4,138 individual cash seizures.2 Twenty-one percent
of these seizures were contested, and all or a portion of the seized cash in 41
percent of those contested cases was returned — a total of $8.3 million.3
The OIG determined that it was appropriate to conduct a more systemic
review of the potential issues raised by the use of this technique.

1

U.S. Department of Justice, Race or Ethnicity as a Factor in Law Enforcement
Operations: A Survey of Federal Agencies, (June 2003), 3.
2

These totals include cash seized from all seizure methods, including cold consent
encounters. As discussed later in the report, we could not distinguish cash seized resulting
from cold consent encounters from other investigative techniques because the DEA does not
track which seizures resulted from cold consent encounters or other interdiction methods.
3

Individuals from whom cash is seized may contest the seizure and litigate in federal
court or may request remission or mitigation through the administrative process at the DEA.
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In this review, the OIG examined the policies, practices,
documentation, and oversight of DEA-initiated cold consent encounters in
mass transportation facilities, specifically airports, bus stations, and train
stations, from 2009 through 2013. A detailed description of the methodology
of our review is in Appendix I.
RESULTS IN BRIEF
Because of the potential sensitivity of cold consent encounters and
searches, effective oversight of their use is needed to ensure they are
conducted appropriately. However, we found that the DEA does not collect
sufficient data on cold consent encounters to assess whether they are being
conducted impartially or effectively, and that the DEA’s management of TFGs
does not ensure that training and operational requirements are clearly
established, communicated to TFG members, or followed.
The DEA does not collect sufficient data on cold consent encounters
to enable it or the OIG to assess whether the encounters are
conducted in an unbiased or effective manner.
We found that TFGs do not collect demographic information about each
cold consent encounter they conduct and that without this information the
DEA cannot assess whether they are conducted in an unbiased manner.
Similarly, the OIG was unable to independently assess whether the DEA is
conducting cold consent encounters in an unbiased manner because recent
data was not available to make such an assessment. Between 2000 and
2003, following an order by President Clinton, the DEA collected data on
every encounter in certain mass transportation facilities as part of a
Department pilot project to examine the use of race in law enforcement
operations. However, in July 2003, the DEA terminated the pilot project and
ceased collecting demographic data about each encounter. Neither the DEA
nor the Department drew any conclusions from the information the DEA
collected between 2000 and 2002 to determine whether cold encounters
were being conducted in an unbiased manner.
We believe collecting such data would enhance oversight of DEA’s
interdiction activities and assist the DEA in responding to allegations that its
Special Agents or task force officers inappropriately considered race as a
basis for encounters, even though the data would not be conclusive with
regard to racial profiling absent a valid baseline of the demographic
characteristics of the relevant population.
We also were unable to assess whether cold consent encounters are an
effective means of interdiction, because the DEA does not require TFGs to
document encounters unless they result in a seizure or arrest, and it also
does not track which seizures came from cold consent encounters as opposed
to other interdiction methods. Without this information, there is no way to
assess the effectiveness of this tactic. However, DEA analysis of the data
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relating to cold consent encounters conducted at airports, bus stations, and
train stations between 2000 and 2002 showed that they had a substantially
lower success rate than encounters based on previously acquired
information. While the DEA has not conducted a more recent analysis of the
effectiveness of cold consent encounters, supervisors and managers of TFGs
with whom we spoke questioned the effectiveness of these encounters and
several have begun spending more time directing other types of interdiction
efforts that they believe are more likely to result in seizures or arrests.
Without being able to compare the results of cold consent encounters to
other interdiction or investigative activities, the DEA has no way to assess
whether cold consent encounters are an effective use of its resources.
DEA management of interdiction task force groups does not ensure
that training and operational requirements are clearly established,
communicated to TFG members, or followed.
We found that the DEA does not centrally manage or coordinate
training, policy, and operational requirements of TFGs. We were told that the
DEA considers interdiction to be a “tool in the toolbox,” rather than a standalone program that DEA field division managers can use to combat drug
trafficking at transportation facilities.
The DEA relies on training that is known as “Operation Jetway” to
teach TFG members to effectively and appropriately conduct interdiction
activities, and looks to field division managers to ensure that divisions are
comporting with DEA policy and accepted interdiction practices. However,
we found that this decentralized management of TFG operations has
contributed to confusion regarding training requirements and the procedures
for conducting cold consent encounters and searches. For example, although
most TFG members, supervisors, and managers believe interdiction training
is important and that Operation Jetway training is mandatory, we found that
it is actually not required and that 29 percent of TFG members and 47
percent of supervisors had not attended Jetway training.
In addition, we identified two policies in the DEA Agents Manual
applicable to interdiction activities that most TFG members we interviewed
were either unaware of or incorrectly assumed did not apply to consent
searches at transportation facilities. The first policy requires that consent
searches be reported on a DEA Report of Investigation (DEA-6) form within
five working days of the search. However, several TFG members told us they
only prepared a DEA-6 if a consent search resulted in a seizure or arrest. A
second policy states that when agents seek to conduct a consent search they
should request that the person giving consent read and sign a DEA Consent
to Search (DEA-88) form. When we asked TFG supervisors whether their
groups used DEA-88s to obtain consent, none of them were aware that this
policy applied to conducting consent searches as part of interdiction activities
at transportation facilities.
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In two TFGs we visited, we also identified practices in which TFG
members conducting cold consent encounters may misrepresent either
themselves or the ability of the traveler from whom they seize cash to
contest the seizure.4 One such practice that we were told about in one TFG
involved approaching a passenger at the gate area (after they passed
through Transportation Security Administration (TSA) security) and informing
them that the TFG was conducting a “secondary inspection.” We believe that
using such terminology creates a risk that travelers will interpret the
statement to mean they are required to consent to the encounter, similar to
their obligations at a TSA checkpoint. Another practice of concern involves
TFGs’ use of a form whereby travelers are asked at the time of the encounter
to disclaim ownership of any seized cash. However, while such forms may be
used in the field, the Senior Attorney in the DEA’s Asset Forfeiture Section
told us that she did not consider the forms legally binding in subsequent
proceedings, and we found there is no consistent policy or practice regarding
the use of such forms.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In this report we make five recommendations to improve DEA’s
policies and practices and to strengthen its oversight of cold consent
encounters and searches of travelers at transportation facilities in order to
ensure the efficiency of its operations and protect the rights of the public.

4

Seized cash that is not returned is forfeited to the U.S. government. Thereafter, it
may be dispersed among the agencies participating in the interdiction TFG in accordance with
the requirements of the Department’s equitable sharing program. 21 U.S.C. § 881 (2011).
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BACKGROUND

Introduction
One interdiction tactic Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) Special
Agents and task force officers use in carrying out the DEA’s mission to
enforce the controlled substances laws and regulations of the United States is
consent encounters. Consent encounters are law enforcement encounters
with members of the public that are considered voluntary, because the officer
does not seek to compel the person to participate in the encounter or submit
to a search based on prior information about the person encountered or their
connection to drug trafficking. This report focuses on what are sometimes
referred to as “cold” consent encounters. These can occur in one of two
ways: (1) when an agent approaches an individual based on no particular
behavior; or (2) when an agent approaches an individual based on the
officer’s perception that the person is exhibiting characteristics indicative of
drug trafficking without any independent predicating information. The
encounter typically entails the officer asking for consent to speak with the
individual and, if the agent thinks it warranted, to seek consent to search
their belongings.5
Such cold consent encounters can raise civil rights concerns. The
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) initiated this review after receiving
separate complaints from two African American women resulting from cold
consent encounters by DEA task force members at an airport. One
complainant alleged that, as she was on the jetway preparing to board her
flight, DEA agents approached her, treated her unprofessionally, and
improperly seized $8,000 from her. When the OIG Office of Investigations
interviewed the task force members who conducted the encounter with the
complainant, the members stated that they acted professionally, that the
complainant consented to answering questions when approached on the
jetway, that the complainant allowed her purse and luggage to be searched,
and that the complainant was offered an opportunity to sign a disclaimer of
ownership form abandoning her money, but she declined to do so. The DEA
task force members also indicated that the complainant was stopped because
she was pacing nervously and exhibited other characteristics raising their
suspicions that she might be engaged in narcotics trafficking or acting as a
money courier and that, after receiving her consent, they recovered $8,000

5

Cold consent encounters are also referred to by such terms as “non-suspect specific
encounters” and “non-investigative based encounters.”
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in bundled $20 bills to which a narcotics K-9 subsequently alerted positively.6
The OIG investigators did not substantiate or develop additional information
to support the claimant’s allegation.
With regard to the second allegation, a lawyer for the Department of
Defense who was traveling on government business complained to the OIG
that, as she was on the jetway preparing to board her flight, she was
approached by DEA agents, told that she was being stopped for “secondary
screening,” and was then subjected to aggressive and humiliating
questioning by the agents. No funds were found or seized during the
incident. When the OIG investigators sought information from the DEA
regarding the incident, they were told that no documentation of the event
was prepared by anyone on the DEA task force because documentation is
only completed for contacts that result in “positive” results, namely where
drugs are found or funds are seized. The DEA task force members further
advised that the officers were unable to document every contact they had
because there were too many in a day. Additionally, the OIG investigators
were told that the complainant did not refuse to speak with the agents, and
that she had stepped out of line and spoken with them, and that the task
force officer had reported the encounter to his supervisor, who had tried
without success to reach the complainant.
In the absence of any records that would document what occurred, the
OIG referred the matter to the DEA’s Office of Professional Responsibility
(DEA OPR) to review as a management matter. DEA OPR interviewed the
complainant and the task force officers, the latter of whom indicated in
substance that they had initiated contact with the complainant because she
was pacing nervously and otherwise acting suspiciously, that she thereafter
became belligerent, and that they stopped a number of persons of various
ethnic backgrounds and races that day. In the absence of any
contemporaneous documentation to assist in resolving the conflicting
accounts, DEA OPR concluded that the complaint was unsubstantiated and
the matter was administratively closed.
These incidents raised concerns because the Department of Justice
(Department) has noted that cold consent encounters are more often
associated with racial profiling than law enforcement contacts based on
previously acquired information.7 Accordingly, while the complaints in these
6

The claimant subsequently retained counsel and filed a claim seeking the money
back. The matter was settled with the Department returning $3,600 to the claimant and the
claimant forfeiting the remaining $4,400.
7
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two instances were not substantiated, the OIG determined that it was
important to conduct a more systemic review of the potential issues raised
by the use of this technique.
In this review, the OIG examined the policies, practices,
documentation, and oversight of DEA-initiated cold consent encounters and
searches of travelers in airports and other mass transportation facilities from
2009 through 2013. Our review entailed review of documents; interviews
with DEA and other officials regarding interdiction operations and training,
cold consent encounters, and asset seizure; analysis of DEA cash seizures;
and telephone and in-person interviews with DEA Special Agents and state
and local task force officers who conduct DEA-led interdiction operations and
with their managers and supervisors.8
In this background section, we provide a description of the DEA’s use
of cold consent encounters, an overview of the DEA’s interdiction training, an
overview of the DEA’s interdiction activities at transportation facilities, and a
summary of the Department’s ongoing concern about racial profiling with
regard to cold consent encounters.
The DEA’s Use of Cold Consent Encounters
The DEA Interdiction Manual — which provides guidance on legal
issues relating to drug interdiction, including consent encounters — defines
consent encounters as “contacts wherein a law enforcement officer
approaches an individual who voluntarily responds to questions, is not a
seizure, and does not implicate the fourth amendment.”9
A consent encounter can lead to a consent search, whereby the
individual encountered voluntarily grants the law enforcement officer
permission to search their belongings. The person has the right to refuse
consent and may revoke consent at any point during the search. Although
officers conducting consent searches are not legally required to warn people
of their right to withhold consent, the DEA Interdiction Manual states that
agents “should advise the suspects that they have a right to refuse to
consent to a search.”10
8

See Appendix I for the Scope and Methodology of the OIG Review.

9

The DEA Interdiction Manual was originally published in 1980 as the DEA Airport
Interdiction Manual. The DEA updated the manual in 1993, 2000, and 2010.
10

In Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 248-49 (1973), the Supreme Court
stated that “while the subject’s knowledge of a right to refuse is a factor to be taken into
account, the prosecution is not required to demonstrate such knowledge as a prerequisite to
establishing voluntary consent.”
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The DEA Agents Manual also contains policies applicable to conducting
interdiction activities, including consent searches. One policy requires that
Special Agents report consent searches on a “DEA-6 Report of Investigation
form within five working days of the search.” A second states that Special
Agents “should request that the person who is giving consent read and sign a
‘DEA-88 Consent to Search’ form.” These policies, however, do not require
DEA agents to document or report encounters where a person is approached
and questioned, does not give consent to search, and a search therefore
does not occur.
Conducting cold consent encounters is a tactic that any DEA Special
Agent or task force member can employ; however, within DEA operations it
is primarily used by DEA interdiction Task Force Groups (TFGs) that interdict
drug trafficking at airports and other mass transportation facilities, such as
bus stations and train stations.11 Some TFGs also conduct interdiction
activities at locations such as hotels, motels, truck stops, highways, and
parcel facilities.12 Our review focused on interdiction at mass transportation
facilities because, as discussed above, the complaints that were the impetus
for this review occurred at an airport and we found that the use of this tactic
at these other locations raised common issues and concerns.
The DEA’s Interdiction Activities at Transportation Facilities
In 1975, the DEA established an “airport interdiction task force” in
Detroit, Michigan because the DEA had identified Detroit as a prime
distribution center for narcotics. As a result of arrests and seizures made by
Detroit airport task force agents, the DEA learned about the characteristics of
drug couriers and how they conducted their operations. Agents began
furthering their investigations by matching their observations of travelers
exhibiting various combinations of suspicious characteristics with tips
received and additional information such as the nature of a subject's travel
itinerary and method of ticket purchase. DEA agents also initiated contact
with travelers based only upon observing them exhibit characteristics that
they believed to be associated with drug trafficking, such as arriving or
departing from a city that is known to be a source for illegal drugs, carrying

11

TFGs are teams of DEA Special Agents and state and local police officers who have
been deputized to serve as DEA Special Agents. TFGs are under the operational control of the
DEA. The DEA told us that interdiction TFGs are the DEA entities most likely to conduct
consent encounters at transportation facilities and that it operated 17 interdiction TFGs at the
time of our review. Throughout this report “TFG” refers to DEA interdiction TFG.
12

Parcel interdiction is another interdiction method, but does not entail cold consent
encounters.
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little or no luggage, or displaying unusual nervousness beyond that ordinarily
exhibited by travelers.
The DEA’s Interdiction Manual states that “one of the most successful
DEA efforts to stem the flow of narcotics through…transportation centers has
been DEA’s domestic airport interdiction program.”13 According to the
manual, the goals of this program are to (1) effectively prosecute individuals
involved in the transportation of illegal drugs, (2) effectuate seizures of
illegal drugs and drug proceeds, (3) deter the use of domestic airport
facilities for the movement of illegal drugs, and (4) determine trafficking
patterns and trends in narcotics distribution and develop strategies to disrupt
these activities.
Since the initial success of its airport interdiction operations, the DEA
has formalized mass transportation interdiction operations by establishing
training and guidance; applying similar techniques to other facilities and
modes of transportation, including bus stations and train stations; and
increasing the number of airport interdiction units.
DEA Interdiction Task Force Groups
At the time of our review, the DEA identified 17 TFGs that field division
managers had designated as interdiction TFGs.14 Sixteen of the 17 TFGs are
led by a Group Supervisor (supervisor) who is a DEA Special Agent, and one
TFG is led by a lieutenant from a local police department that participates in
the TFG. There are approximately 170 TFG members, not including
supervisors. Approximately 40 percent of the total are DEA Special Agents
and the remaining are task force officers from approximately 65 different
state, local, and federal law enforcement agencies.15
Each of the 17 TFGs that the DEA identified and that we included in
our fieldwork uses a variety of methods to interdict the transportation of

13

The DEA sometimes refers to its airport interdiction activities as “Operation
Jetway.” Operation Jetway is also the name of the DEA’s transportation interdiction training
course.
14

The geographic locations of the TFGs were omitted from this report due to DEA’s
concerns that the information was law enforcement sensitive.
15

The majority of TFG members are police officers from state or local law
enforcement agencies. Five TFGs included officials from the National Guard, a state Attorney
General’s Office, or a prosecutor’s office.
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drugs and their proceeds.16 In addition to conducting cold consent
encounters, TFGs cultivate and pursue tips and leads from informants or
other agencies and initiate and support investigations. Some TFGs also
conduct parcel interdiction, which means working with commercial shipping
and delivery companies to interdict drugs or drug proceeds that have been
packed and shipped via these companies. TFGs operate at a variety of
facilities, including airports, bus stations, train stations, highways, hotels and
motels, truck stops, and parcel facilities.17
We were unable to locate records that would enable us to determine
the amount of time interdiction TFGs spent conducting different types of
interdiction or investigative tactics because the TFGs do not document this
information. Instead, we asked each of the supervisors to estimate the
amount of time their TFGs spent conducting investigation and interdiction
activities, including cold consent encounters, with the understanding that
these estimates are imprecise. Figure 1 shows the amount of time
supervisors estimated that their TFGs spent conducting cold consent
encounters at airports, bus stations, and train stations.

16

We only included DEA-led interdiction groups or task forces in our review. We did
not include task forces led by another law enforcement agency to which DEA Special Agents
have been assigned.
17

TFGs sometimes operate on buses and trains as well as in bus and train stations.
We do not distinguish between operations at the facility or on the vehicle.
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Figure 1: Estimated Time Interdiction TFGs Spent Conducting Cold
Consent Encounters at Airports, Bus Stations, and Train Stations
12
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Source: OIG telephone interviews with interdiction TFG supervisors.

Interdiction Task Force Group Operations
The management of TFG operations is decentralized. The DEA’s
Operations Management Section and the Office of Inspections at
headquarters have certain specific administrative roles vis-a-vis TFGs, and
the Policy and Source Management Section also issues operational policy
pertaining to activities conducted in interdiction, such as consent searches.
DEA field division managers are responsible for the operations of interdiction
TFGs that are based in their field division.
DEA headquarters’ role in interdiction task force group operations
The DEA’s 17 interdiction TFGs are a subset of the DEA’s State and
Local Task Force Program, which is administered by the DEA’s Operations
Management Section.18 This section handles administrative requirements for
the DEA’s TFGs, such as ensuring that all state and local officers assigned to
DEA TFGs are deputized and that all required agreements between the DEA
and agencies with officers assigned to TFGs are current and accurate. DEA
18

At the time of our review the DEA operated 270 task force groups, 17 of which
were designated as interdiction TFGs.
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state and local task force policy states that “[a]ssigned officers will be under
the direct daily supervision of DEA personnel and will follow DEA policies,
procedures, and guidelines.”
In addition, the DEA requires that every law enforcement agency that
assigns a police officer to a DEA TFG enter into a memorandum of
understanding with the DEA. The memoranda memorialize the agreement
between the agency and the DEA to federally deputize the officer(s) assigned
to the TFG and the requirement for the officer(s) to adhere to DEA policies
and procedures and to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin, in activities
receiving federal financial assistance.19 The memoranda also include a broad
summary of the TFG’s purpose and of the activities the assigned officer(s)
will conduct. These memoranda frequently include an equitable sharing
provision that establishes how the proceeds of the TFGs’ seizures will be
divided among the agencies participating in the TFG.20
The DEA’s Office of Inspections also plays a role in managing the TFGs.
The Office of Inspections is required to conduct periodic on-site inspections of
each field division, including gathering performance data for each TFG the
field division operates. As a part of the divisions’ self-inspection program,
field divisions are also required to provide general information to the Office of
Inspections about TFG performance and compliance with policy. In addition,
an office within the Office of Inspections investigates complaints made
against DEA Special Agents and task force officers.
DEA field divisions’ role in interdiction task force group operations
DEA field divisions oversee and direct TFG operations. The Special
Agent in Charge of each field division determines whether the division will
maintain an interdiction TFG at any given time. The Special Agent in Charge
and the Assistant Special Agent in Charge direct the TFG’s mission, focus,
and activities, depending on the field division’s priorities and on the type of
drug trafficking occurring within the field division’s territory. In practice,
each supervisor, in conjunction with the group’s members, determines the
TFG’s day-to-day activities.
19

Title VI, 42 U.S.C. § 2000d et seq., was enacted as part of the Civil Rights Act of

1964.
20

Equitable sharing is the process by which the Department of Justice is authorized to
share with state and local law enforcement agencies property and proceeds seized and
forfeited under federal law. The proceeds shared with the state or local law enforcement
agency must have a reasonable relationship to the degree of participation the agency had in
the law enforcement effort that led to the seizure.
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DEA Interdiction Task Force Groups’ Cash Seizures
According to the DEA Interdiction Manual, one of the goals of the
DEA’s airport interdiction program (which was expanded to include other
transportation methods) is to “effectuate seizures of illegal drugs and illegal
drug proceeds.” Federal law authorizes law enforcement agencies to seize
property, including money, alleged to have facilitated illegal drug
transactions or to be the proceeds of such transactions.21 The Department
distributes the majority of the proceeds of assets seized to the state and
local law enforcement agencies that directly participated in the investigation
or prosecution that resulted in the federal forfeiture, through the equitable
sharing program.22
Figure 2 below shows the total amount of cash interdiction TFGs seized
as a share of the amount of cash the DEA seized from 2009 through 2013.
These totals include cash seized from all seizure methods, including cold
consent encounters. We could not distinguish cash seized resulting from cold
consent encounters from other investigative techniques because the DEA
does not track which seizures resulted from cold consent encounters or other
interdiction methods.

21

21 U.S.C. § 881(a)(6).

22

Under 21 U.S.C. § 881 (2011), the Attorney General is directed to determine the
value of an agency’s participation in the effort that led to the forfeiture. The Attorney General
Guidelines on Seized and Forfeited Property, July 1990, Amended 2005, require that at least
20 percent of the net proceeds be allocated to the United States. Based on this requirement,
state and local agencies may be eligible for up to 80 percent of the total net proceeds realized
from the disposition of forfeited property.
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Figure 2: The Amount of Cash Interdiction TFGs Seized as a Share of
All Cash the DEA Seized from 2009 through 2013
$163 Million

Total Cash Seized by
DEA

$2.1 Billion

Total Cash Seized by
Interdiction TFGs

Source: The Department of Justice Consolidated Asset Tracking System

The $163 million that interdiction TFGs seized during this five year
period represents 4,138 individual cash seizures. Twenty-one percent (887
of 4,138) of these seizures were contested, and all or a portion of the seized
cash in 41 percent (364 of 887) of those contested cases was returned— a
total of $8.3 million.23
DEA Training for Conducting Interdiction and Consent Encounters
The DEA’s El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) provides a three-day
interdiction training course called “Operation Jetway” (Jetway).24 This course
is geared toward federal, state, and local law enforcement personnel
assigned to DEA, state, or local airport, train, bus, parcel, or hotel/motel
interdiction units and covers the fundamental principles, methods, and
techniques of various types of interdiction.25
23

Individuals from whom cash is seized may contest the seizure and litigate the
seizure in federal court or may request remission or mitigation through the administrative
process at the DEA.
24

EPIC is a DEA-led facility based in El Paso, Texas that provides federal, state, and
local law enforcement agencies information and training they can use in investigations and
operations that target smuggling and other criminal activities. The DEA considers EPIC to be a
DEA headquarters division.
25

At the time of our review, the DEA called its training program for instructing
Special Agents and task force officers on how to conduct interdiction activities, including cold
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Jetway courses include instruction on legal issues relevant to
interdiction, such as search and seizure law, and emphasize instruction on
conducting consent encounters in different transportation settings. For
example, the instructional objectives for the airport, bus, and train
interdiction modules include enabling the students to: (1) identify
characteristics of couriers, (2) identify the counter-surveillance
characteristics of couriers, (3) learn consensual encounter and interview
techniques, (4) recognize suspicious contents of luggage, (5) learn elements
of investigatory detention, and (6) identify and recognize the different
methods of concealing narcotics and U.S. currency. Additionally, every
course instructs attendees that “racial profiling,” the term used to describe
law enforcement’s targeting or stopping of an individual based primarily on
the person’s race, rather than on individualized suspicion, is illegal and that
investigators should be guided by behavioral characteristics that Jetway
provides rather than demographic characteristics such as race and gender to
select travelers to encounter.
EPIC provides Jetway courses throughout the United States based on
regional demand. From fiscal years (FY) 2009 through 2013, the DEA held
39 Jetway courses in 36 locations throughout the United States. A total of
2,485 federal, state, and local officers attended the training. A Jetway
manager estimated that approximately 10 percent of Jetway attendees are
DEA or other federal agents and approximately 90 percent are state and local
police officers.
The Department’s concern about racial profiling with cold consent
encounters
The Department has long been concerned about the potential for racial
profiling to occur in connection with cold consent encounters. In 2003, the
Department noted that racial profiling is more often associated with such
encounters than with encounters based on previously acquired information.26
In the same report, the Department also noted that the DEA has been
accused of encouraging racial profiling by state and local police in its training
for “Operation Pipeline,” a highway drug interdiction program. Further, this
report noted that the Department’s Civil Rights Division reviewed Operation
consent encounters in transportation facilities, Operation Jetway. We found that in some
Department and DEA documents Operation Jetway is also used to mean conducting
interdiction in airports or transportation facilities and the term “Operation Jetway sites” has
been used to refer to transportation facilities where DEA interdiction units conduct interdiction
operations, including cold consent encounters.
26
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Pipeline training in 1998 and determined that “the seminars did not teach
officers to use race in determining whether to conduct vehicle stops, but
nonetheless recommended strengthening the civil rights aspects of the
training.”27
To address concerns about possible racial profiling by federal law
enforcement agencies, on June 9, 1999, President Clinton issued an
Executive Memorandum on “Fairness in Law Enforcement” directing federal
agencies to, among other things, begin collecting and reporting data on the
race, ethnicity, and gender of the individuals they stop and search to better
understand whether, and how, federal agents use race, ethnicity, or gender
in making law enforcement decisions (See Appendix II). As the
memorandum noted, “[t]he systematic collection of statistics and information
regarding Federal law enforcement activities can increase the fairness of our
law enforcement practices.”
In response to President Clinton’s memorandum, Attorney General
Reno selected the DEA and the Immigration and Naturalization Service to
collect data for pilot field tests because they were the two components “that
routinely engage in non-suspect specific public encounters, that is, law
enforcement activities seeking to detect unlawful behavior in public places
among the public at large.”28 Within the DEA, the Department selected
Operation Jetway to implement the pilot data collection program because
drug interdiction efforts at transportation facilities routinely involved cold
consent encounters (referred to as “non-suspect specific public encounters”
in the memorandum).
Initially, the DEA selected six Operation Jetway sites to participate in
the data collection pilot, which it launched on January 4, 2000. The DEA
expanded its data collection field tests on June 1, 2000, from the six original
sites to all DEA Operation Jetway sites (approximately 60 airports)
nationwide. The DEA’s Acting Administrator directed the selected sites to
collect data on a field encounter form for all encounters, whether or not the
encounter resulted in a seizure or an arrest.29
27

U.S. Department of Justice, Race or Ethnicity as a Factor in Law Enforcement
Operations: A Survey of Federal Agencies (June 2003), 5.
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The Immigration and Naturalization Service is no longer a component of the
Department of Justice.
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The field encounter form included the following elements: (1) date of encounter,
(2) time of contact start, (3) gender, (4) race, (5) ethnicity, (6) location, (7) reason, (8) law
enforcement action taken, (9) reason for action, (10) seizure (yes or no), (11) description of
seizure (items and amounts), and (12) time contact ended.
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On January 17, 2001, Attorney General Reno submitted to President
Clinton an interim report on the Department’s response to the President’s
June 1999 memorandum. The 2001 report noted that, as of December 31,
2000, DEA field tests resulted in the collection of more than 7,607 records
showing the race, ethnicity, and gender of persons encountered (See
Appendix III). The report further stated that “[g]enerally, the data collection
process had not been overly burdensome on law enforcement nor had it
impeded law enforcement activities,” and that the impact of the data
collection effort on the public had “also been minimal.” The report went on
to note, however, that in order for the Department to determine whether
race, ethnicity, or gender were being used by DEA agents as criteria for
initiating contacts, an independent study of the "baseline" demographic
characteristics of persons using those transportation terminals was needed.30
According to the report, the DEA maintained that it lacked the funding and
personnel necessary to conduct such baseline studies.
The Attorney General’s report concluded by stating that the DEA
planned to continue collecting the field encounter data from Operation Jetway
and would provide the President with a final report in May 2001 summarizing
the first year of data collection. The report further indicated that, on the
assumption that the baseline issue was resolved, the Department would also
provide the President with an analysis of the data collected in the field tests.
When we asked the DEA and the Department for a copy of this final report to
the President, no one could confirm that such a report had ever been
prepared.
We learned that on August 30, 2002, in a briefing to DEA
management, the DEA’s Statistical Services Division reported in substance
that because it was unable to obtain a demographic baseline of the
populations in the pilot locations, it could not draw any conclusions about
racial profiling. On July 18, 2003, the DEA’s Chief of Operations directed all
field divisions to terminate completion of the field encounter forms, and the
DEA has not collected any such data regarding cold consent encounters since
that date. The DEA directive in 2003 noted that the Operation Jetway data
collection pilot program was being terminated in light of the Department
policy guidance issued by Attorney General Ashcroft on June 7, 2003, which

30

While the Attorney General stated that, “[o]verall, we believe that the field tests
are proceeding successfully,” she also discussed a number of challenges that needed to be
addressed before data collection efforts were expanded, including three categories of human
error: (1) inaccurate data, (2) incomplete data, and (3) non-standardized entries. See
Appendix III for additional details about this data collection effort.
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prohibited racial profiling by federal law enforcement agencies.31 In
December 2014, the Department issued updated guidance for federal law
enforcement agencies regarding the Department’s racial profiling policy.32
We found that the DEA has taken steps to inform Special Agents about
the limited circumstances in which race may be considered in law
enforcement activities. On March 14, 2000, the DEA’s Acting Administrator
issued a memorandum to all DEA employees stating that the DEA’s policy is
that “a law enforcement officer may not rely on race or ethnicity as the sole
basis for law enforcement action, such as traffic or pedestrian stops or
requests for consent to search.” In 2005, the DEA produced a training video
that instructs law enforcement agents on the justification for the use of race
or ethnicity to make domestic law enforcement decisions. The video instructs
that race can be used in making law enforcement decisions when all four of
the following conditions are met: (1) there is prior information; (2) the
information is trustworthy; (3) the information links that person to race
neutral identifiers (i.e., height, weight, gender, age), and links that person
with either a particular prior crime, a particular criminal group, particular
ongoing criminal activity, or a specific investigation of a particular future
criminal scheme; and (4) it is limited to a specific place and time. The video
includes scenarios depicting circumstances when a person’s race is relevant
to law enforcement at airports and bus stations. When the video was first
released, the DEA mandated that all “field investigators” view the video. We
found that the video is currently included as part of Jetway training.33

31

U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Guidance Regarding Use of Race
by Federal Law Enforcement Agencies (June 2003).
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U.S. Department of Justice, Guidance For Federal Law Enforcement Agencies
Regarding the Use of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, National Origin, Religion, Sexual Orientation, or
Gender Identity (December 2014).
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RESULTS OF THE REVIEW

The DEA does not collect sufficient data on cold consent encounters
to enable it or the OIG to assess whether the encounters are being
conducted in an unbiased or effective manner.
We found that, since the DEA terminated its collection of data in 2003,
Task Force Groups (TFGs) have not collected information about each of the
encounters they conduct. TFGs are not required to collect data on each
encounter unless the encounter results in a seizure or arrest. Moreover,
even when they do document the encounter, TFGs do not systematically
collect demographic information. Without this information the DEA cannot
assess whether cold consent encounters are conducted in an unbiased
manner or are effective. Similarly, the OIG was not able to independently
assess whether the DEA is conducting cold consent encounters in an
unbiased manner or whether they are effective because there was no recent
data to use to make such an assessment.
As detailed below, the Civil Rights Division has sometimes required
state and local law enforcement agencies to collect demographic data to both
detect and prevent racially-biased policing. Further, some state and local law
enforcement agencies have established policies that require contacts with
citizens to be documented to help them evaluate the fairness of their
agency’s activities. Even though collecting demographic data on cold consent
encounters would not be conclusive with regard to racial profiling without a
valid baseline of the demographic characteristics of the relevant population,
we believe this data would assist the DEA in evaluating whether its agents or
task force officers are inappropriately considering race and would also
enhance its overall oversight of its interdiction activities.
Moreover, without the requisite data, the DEA is not able to assess
whether cold consent encounters are an effective means of interdiction, and
the OIG cannot independently evaluate this issue. Since the end of the pilot
project in 2003, the DEA has not required TFGs to collect data on each cold
consent encounter or whether the encounter resulted in a seizure or arrest,
which would be necessary for it, or us, to conduct such an assessment.
However, DEA analysis of the data it collected between 2000 and 2002 at all
Operation Jetway sites pursuant to the “Fairness in Law Enforcement” pilot
project showed that cold consent encounters had a substantially lower
success rate compared to investigatory-based encounters.
Although the DEA has not analyzed the effectiveness of cold consent
encounters since 2002, supervisors and managers of the DEA’s interdiction
TFGs told us during interviews that they have questioned the effectiveness of
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conducting cold consent encounters—especially at airports—and some TFGs
are focusing more on other forms of interdiction that they believe are more
likely to result in seizures or arrests. Without conducting an analysis
comparing the results of cold consent encounters to those of other
interdiction and investigative activities, the DEA has no way to assess
whether conducting cold consent encounters is an effective way to use its law
enforcement resources.
TFGs do not collect demographic data on cold consent encounters.
We found that DEA interdiction TFGs do not collect demographic
information about each of the cold consent encounters they conduct, and
without this information the DEA cannot assess the impartiality with which
they are conducted. In our telephone interviews with the Group Supervisors
(supervisors) of the 14 interdiction TFGs that conduct some cold consent
encounters, we found that none of them recorded race or other demographic
information about each of the travelers that they encountered.
Although the interdiction TFG members we interviewed told us that
they complete DEA-6 forms if the encounter results in a seizure or an arrest,
this does not necessarily entail recording demographic information. The
DEA-6 includes a narrative section for stating the probable cause for the
seizure or arrest. While we did not review DEA-6s as part of this review, TFG
members told us that they may note demographic information about the
subject in the narrative section where relevant, but the form does not include
demographic data fields that would require that the race of the person be
recorded.
As discussed above, we found that the DEA had not required collection
of demographic data about each cold consent encounter and investigativebased encounter since July 2003, when the Operation Jetway data collection
pilot was terminated. DEA managers with whom we spoke could not provide
a definitive reason why the pilot was terminated, and we were told that
neither the Chief of Operations nor other DEA employees involved in directing
this project are still at the DEA. However, the former Section Chief of the
DEA’s Statistical Services Division who analyzed the data from the field
encounter forms at the time told us that he believed the pilot was terminated
because the DEA was unable to obtain a demographic baseline of the
population in the pilot locations. We were not able to obtain documentation
to conclusively show why the project was terminated. The documents we
reviewed showed that the DEA, the Department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics,
and the Department of Transportation discussed ways at the time to
establish a baseline because they agreed that one was necessary to
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determine if the sample of travelers encountered accurately reflected the
total population. However, it appears that this was never completed.34
The Department’s Civil Rights Division encourages oversight of cold consent
encounters and searches.
The Special Litigation Section of the Department’s Civil Rights Division
(CRT) investigates cases of alleged misconduct by state and local law
enforcement agencies, including allegations of racial discrimination. The
impetus for these investigations often includes allegations that law
enforcement is using race as the basis for stopping and searching motorists
or pedestrians. As part of these investigations, the CRT sometimes enters
into settlement agreements or consent decrees that are designed to both
detect and prevent racial profiling.
Although the details of these agreements vary, one frequent
requirement is the development of a data collection system that records the
race of individuals who are being stopped and searched by officers in the
jurisdiction. For example, a June 2001 CRT consent decree required that Los
Angeles Police Department officers complete a written or electronic report
that included the race of the person stopped each time an officer conducted a
pedestrian stop. Similarly, a July 2013 CRT consent decree required that the
Puerto Rico Police Department develop a system to collect demographic data
on all investigatory searches, whether or not they resulted in an arrest or
issuance of a citation.
In a third case, a CRT consent decree required that in addition to
collecting demographic data on all consent encounters, New Orleans Police
Department officers must immediately notify a supervisor when considering a
search based on consent, and the supervisor must approve the search before
it is conducted.
We believe these requirements demonstrate recognition that cold
consent encounters and searches are tactics that may require additional
oversight.

34

We could not locate a completed baseline, and DEA and Bureau of Justice Statistics
personnel we interviewed who were involved in the Fairness in Law Enforcement initiative
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Law enforcement agencies have collected demographic data to assist in
determining whether racially-biased policing is a problem in their
jurisdictions.
Law enforcement agencies around the country have implemented a
variety of practices to respond to issues related to potential racial profiling.
Data collection is one of the means employed by a number of law
enforcement agencies to measure, track, and address the inappropriate use
of race as a factor in decision making.35 According to a 2004 report by the
Police Executive Research Forum, as early as 2003, approximately half of the
states had adopted legislation related to racial profiling, and most of these
laws included data collection.36 In our interview with the Executive Director
of the Major Cities Chiefs Association, himself a former police chief, he
confirmed that collecting demographic data on citizen encounters has been
considered a “best practice” since the late 1990s. Further, the Chief of the
CRT’s Special Litigation Section advised that it has been standard procedure
in most large municipal police departments to require officers to document
encounters.
According to a report by the Police Executive Research Forum,
collecting data on citizen encounters allows law enforcement agencies to rely
on data-driven rather than anecdotal evidence to implement targeted
responses to allegations of racial profiling.37 Departments can use this data
to enhance inquiries into whether a particular officer’s behavior is biased, and
also to evaluate the department’s progress in reducing racially-biased
policing over time. According to the report, collecting information on the
race of citizens who are encountered also conveys an important message to
the community—that biased policing will not be tolerated and that through
use of the data, officers will be held accountable to the public for improperly
motivated conduct.
35

U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, National Center for Building
Community Trust and Justice Solicitation (April 2014).
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Police Executive Research Forum, By the Numbers: A Guide for Analyzing Race
Data from Vehicle Stops, (2004), 2.
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Police Executive Research Forum, Racially Biased Policing: A Principled Response,
(2001) 116. See also Police Executive Research Forum, Racially Biased Policing: Guidance for
Analyzing Race Data from Vehicle Stops, (2005). (Police agencies throughout the country have
implemented reforms to respond to the issues related to racially biased policing, including
collecting and analyzing information to help administrators determine whether police decisions
to stop drivers are influenced by race.); Ridgeway, Greg and MacDonald, John, Methods for
Assessing Racially Biased Policing, originally published in Race, Ethnicity, and Policing: New
and Essential Readings (2010). (As part of the response to allegations of racially biased police
practices, many police agencies have collected data during routine traffic or pedestrian stops).
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We recognize that the data collection policies and practices of the
DEA's interdiction TFGs are best compared to law enforcement agencies with
similar interdiction groups that conduct traveler cold consent encounters and
searches. We contacted several different levels of law enforcement agencies
to determine whether they had an interdiction unit that conducts such cold
consent encounters and searches, and identified only one that did. The
supervisor of this unit told us that the unit did not collect data on cold
consent encounters conducted at transportation facilities, but did require the
collection of data (including the race of people stopped, whether a consent
search was requested, whether consent was granted, and the results) for all
consent searches emanating from highway stops made for traffic violations,
though he did not offer an explanation for the distinction. Further, he told us
that the agency makes the data available to him as the supervisor of the unit
so that he can ensure that officers are complying with the agency’s highway
interdiction policies.
These issues continue to be topics of discussion at the Department, as
the Department recently launched an initiative to study implicit racial bias in
local law enforcement that will collect data on stops, searches, and arrests in
five cities.38 Because of the Department’s interest in using data to
understand this issue, we believe that the DEA, as a federal law enforcement
agency actively engaged in a large number of encounters with the public,
similarly should consider collecting data to understand and manage its use of
sensitive tactics such as cold consent encounters and searches.
Collecting data on race can be helpful in responding to allegations and
conducting oversight of its activities.
We believe that even though collecting data on cold consent
encounters may not be conclusive without a baseline for comparison, it still
can be of assistance to the DEA in overseeing its interdiction activities and
responding to allegations of profiling. As noted earlier, we were not able to
assess the interdiction TFG’s consideration of race in their operations because
there was no data that could be used to evaluate this question.
38

Department of Justice Press Release, Justice Department Announces National Effort
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We were also unable to determine whether any lawsuits alleging racial
profiling had been brought against the DEA. The DEA’s Assistant Deputy
Chief Counsel told us that the DEA’s litigation tracking system cannot identify
cases by the basis of the lawsuit. However, we were able to review
complaints maintained by the DEA that it received from citizens who claimed
that DEA Special Agents or task force officers racially profiled them. We
examined the complaints with offense codes that could pertain to racial
profiling that the DEA’s Office of Inspections received between 2000 and
2013.39 We found that six of the nine complaints with the “racial profiling”
offense code involved interdiction at either an airport or a train station, and
five of these six appear to have involved cold consent encounters.
Our review of the DEA’s files for these six cases demonstrates how
collecting racial data on cold consent encounters can assist in determining
whether the encounters have been conducted fairly even in the absence of
comprehensive baseline data. For example, one of the six complaints was
submitted in 2007 by two African American women alleging racial profiling by
two interdiction TFG members who boarded an Amtrak train in Dearborn,
Michigan and conducted cold consent encounters. The complainants alleged
that although the train contained a total of 64 passengers, the agents only
“interrogated” and searched the luggage of the nine black passengers, and
they did not question any of the white passengers. The agents, however,
reported that they spoke with every passenger on the train, consensually
searched the luggage of fewer than five passengers, and made no arrests or
seizures. In this case, the DEA cleared the task force officers of the racial
profiling allegations.
Another case stemming from a racial profiling complaint further
demonstrated that racial data from cold consent encounters can be used to
identify possible racial profiling even in the absence of a complete
demographic baseline of the relevant population. In Berg v. United States
the plaintiff alleged that in February 2001, upon her arrival at the
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, a Special Agent assigned to the
mass transportation interdiction task force stopped and searched her as a
result of racial profiling. The plaintiff cited data that the DEA collected during
the Operation Jetway pilot program showing that during the first 12 months
of data collection, 88 percent of the passengers this Special Agent “coldstopped” at the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport were African American
individuals, none of the travelers she “cold-stopped” were white males, and
none of the African American travelers she encountered were carrying drugs
39
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or drug-related money. In denying the Department’s motion for summary
judgment, the judge found that the agent did not have reasonable articulable
suspicion to stop and search the plaintiff, and that the agent’s “cold stops
were overwhelmingly minority persons.”40 The Department settled the case
in 2007 without admitting liability.
These examples show that collecting and reviewing racial information
of travelers who are stopped by interdiction TFGs in cold encounters can
assist the DEA in effectively overseeing its interdiction efforts by identifying
agents who are not properly following DEA policies for conducting cold
consent encounters. Collecting this data would also enable the DEA to
document that agents acted appropriately should allegations arise as to
whether a cold consent encounter was conducted fairly. As the Acting
Deputy Administrator noted during the Operation Jetway pilot in August
2001, it was important for the agency to collect complete and accurate data
on all encounters “[i]n order for DEA to demonstrate that Operation Jetway
does not encourage racial profiling.” Moreover, as Attorney General Reno
noted in her report to President Clinton, the data collection process was not
overly burdensome nor had it impeded law enforcement activities, and the
impact of the data collection effort on the public had “also been minimal.”
The DEA does not currently have data to assess whether cold consent
encounters are an effective means of interdiction.
The DEA neither requires interdiction TFGs to collect data on the cold
consent encounters they conduct, nor does it systematically collect this
information. As noted above, the DEA does not require their agents to
document encounters that do not result in an arrest or seizure, and it does
not keep data on the time spent on cold consent encounters as opposed to
other means of interdiction or the amounts seized through the different
methods. Thus, the DEA is unable to assess the effectiveness of this
interdiction tactic.
Despite the fact that such data collection is not required, we found one
interdiction TFG that did collect the data necessary to assess effectiveness.
This TFG completes a DEA-6 for every consent encounter regardless of
whether it results in a seizure or arrest. According to the TFG supervisor, the
group uses the information collected on the DEA-6 for intelligence purposes
rather than to assess effectiveness. He stated that, although his group could
use the information to assess effectiveness, gathering the information would
be time consuming because the narrative section of each form would have to
be reviewed to determine if the encounter was initiated as a cold consent
40
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encounter. Further, an assessment of the effectiveness of this TFG’s cold
consent encounters would not be representative of the overall effectiveness
of the tactic because this TFG conducts very few cold consent encounters.
An Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) of one interdiction TFG
that focused on highway and bus interdiction recognized that having TFG
members maintain a tracking sheet of their activities could be a useful
management tool. He informed us that as a result of our visit he
implemented a “trip sheet” that each TFG member is required to fill out after
each shift. The trip sheet tracks all encounters with members of the public
regardless of the result. The ASAC stated that this is an accountability tool
for oversight purposes that can be used to evaluate the TFG’s effectiveness.
Prior DEA data analyses showed that cold consent encounters had a
substantially lower success rate than investigative-based encounters.
Although we found that the DEA does not currently conduct any
analysis on the effectiveness of cold consent encounters, we learned that it
had conducted such an analysis using the data collected between 2000 and
2002 on the field encounter forms in the Operation Jetway pilot. The DEA
Statistical Services Division analyzed the data from the field encounter forms,
compared the results of cold consent encounters to investigative-based
encounters, and summarized the findings in EPIC presentations entitled
“Operation Jetway, Selected Findings” on August 16, 2001 and August 30,
2002.41 The 2002 presentation updated the data from the 2001 presentation
and summarized the rates at which cold consent encounters and
investigative-based encounters resulted in a seizure. The data in the 2002
presentation was based on 17,760 field encounter forms collected between
January 2000 and August 2002. Sixty-three percent of the 17,760 were cold
consent encounters, 24 percent were investigative-based encounters, and 13
percent were not included due to missing data.
The data showed that 11 percent of cold consent encounters and 21
percent of investigative-based encounters resulted in a seizure. The 2001
presentation contained a recommendation to “[c]ease ‘Non-investigativebased’ encounters.” After this recommendation was not accepted, the 2002
presentation recommended that the DEA “[c]onsider a cost/benefit policy
analysis of continuing to make ‘Non-Investigative-based’ encounters.”
We asked the DEA whether the cost-benefit analysis recommended in
2002 was ever conducted, but managers were unable to provide a definitive
answer because the officials who were involved with the project are no longer
41
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at the DEA. The former Chief of the Statistical Services Section, who is no
longer at the DEA, advised us that he was not aware of any cost-benefit or
other relevant analysis conducted after the 2002 presentation. He told us
that DEA leadership at the time discounted his findings and recommendations
because they felt that the data showing the low success rate of cold consent
encounters did not reflect their potential to deter couriers from using
transportation facilities to transport drugs and drug proceeds. Although an
analysis of the effectiveness of cold consent encounters might not fully
capture their deterrent effects, we were told by members of several TFGs
that they believe a decrease in drug couriers’ use of airports to transport
drugs and cash is attributable to Transportation Security Administrations’
screening of all travelers and their belongings beginning in 2002.
The data from the 2002 analysis shows that there was only an 11
percent success rate for cold consent encounters. Conducting a more current
analysis of cold consent encounters would allow the DEA to determine how to
effectively allocate its interdiction resources, whether on cold consent
encounters, perhaps at certain times or locations, or on other interdiction or
investigative tactics altogether. Further, collecting and analyzing data similar
to what was collected during the Operation Jetway pilot for all encounters
could help determine trafficking patterns and trends in narcotics distribution,
which could be of additional assistance to the DEA in achieving its interdiction
goals.
The DEA does not leverage its current limited data collection and compilation
efforts to assess the effectiveness of cold consent encounters.
The DEA does not use the Consolidated Asset Tracking System (CATS)
data or the Office of Inspections’ on-site inspections to evaluate the
effectiveness of conducting cold consent encounters. TFGs are required to
record certain information about every asset seized (including currency) so
that it can be entered into the CATS database. We reviewed TFG’s seizures
recorded in the CATS database and found that the database contained a field
for seizure method that was frequently populated with several different
terms, including “consent.” However, the Section Chief of the Asset
Forfeiture Section told us that we could not rely on this field to compare
seizures resulting from cold consent encounters to others because DEA
personnel may not use this data field consistently. He told us that the DEA
does not analyze CATS data by the seizure method and has not defined or
described the possible types of seizure method. The only guidance for
populating the CATS database that he said he was aware of was the data
dictionary that refers to a drop down menu with choices from which to
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select.42 Because the seizure method field cannot be used to separate
seizures that result from cold consent encounters from others, the DEA
cannot use the CATS data as a tool to assess the effectiveness of such
encounters.
We found that the DEA also cannot use its inspection programs to
evaluate the effectiveness of cold consent encounters because of the way
TFGs keep records on arrests and seizures. The DEA’s Office of Inspections
is required to conduct periodic on-site reviews of each TFG’s operations. We
reviewed the on-site inspection report excerpts from 2009 to 2014 for 16 of
the 17 TFGs.43 The “mission effectiveness” section includes detailed
information on the TFGs’ activities such as the number of investigations
opened, the number of arrests made, the amount of drugs and cash seized,
and even the number of work hours spent on investigations the DEA
considers high priority. However, it does not currently have a way to
compare the TFGs’ seizures and arrests resulting from cold consent
encounters and searches to investigative-based encounters and searches, or
to assess the perceived utility of cold consent encounters compared to other
interdiction activities. Information about the effectiveness of cold consent
encounters and searches would be available if the TFGs kept records that
drilled down to the specific method that led to the arrest or seizure.
TFGs question the effectiveness of conducting cold consent encounters.
Because the DEA has not collected data on cold consent encounters
since 2003, and does not track how much time is spent conducting them, we
were unable to assess their effectiveness. However, we learned from our
interviews that the TFGs themselves have concerns about the effectiveness
of conducting cold consent encounters, especially at airports. In the four
interdiction groups where we conducted in-person interviews, either the
ASAC or the supervisor told us that they believed such encounters at airports
are much less effective since the Transportation Security Administration
implemented screening at airports by the end of 2002. One TFG member
told us that since September 11, 2001, the only cold consent encounters the
TFG conducts are at bus stations. Several TFG members told us that their
groups are focusing more on other forms of interdiction that they believe are
more productive than cold consent encounters. Of the 14 TFGs that spent
any time conducting cold consent encounters, only 3 estimated that they
spent more than 25 percent of their time on this tactic. Several TFG
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members told us that their TFG only conducts cold consent encounters on
slow days or when they have nothing else to do.
Previous data collection on cold consent encounters did not impede
interdiction.
Some TFG members and managers expressed concern about collecting
information about every encounter. Two supervisors stated that they did not
think it would be practical to collect information because when they conduct
cold consent encounters they may speak to 20 to 30 people in a short
amount of time. In addition, one TFG member stated that people
encountered are often not comfortable with seeing officers make notes
during cold consent encounters and will challenge them.
However, as noted previously, the Department found that collecting
data for all consent encounters with the field encounter forms during the
Operation Jetway pilot did not impede the DEA’s interdiction activities. In a
January 2001 Interim Report to the President on the progress of the
Operation Jetway pilot, the Department reported that “the data collection
process has not been overly burdensome on law enforcement nor has it
impeded law enforcement activities.” In that regard, the DEA Acting Deputy
Administrator noted in her memorandum to Special Agents in Charge (SACs)
expanding data collection to all major airports with active Operation Jetway
sites that the one-page form “takes no more than a minute to complete.”
The fact that the DEA expanded data collection to 77 airports, 38 train
stations, and 41 bus stations after initially limiting the pilot to 6 locations
indicates that it did not believe that data collection impeded its interdiction
operations. Further, the Section Chief of the Department’s CRT Special
Litigation Section told us that the argument that documenting race data is
prohibitively time consuming has been shown to be invalid. He noted that
some police departments have used hand-held devices with pull-down menus
to make data collection more efficient.
The DEA’s management of interdiction task force groups does not
ensure that training and operational requirements are clearly
established, communicated to TFG members, or followed.
We found that the DEA does not centrally manage or coordinate its
TFG operations that we reviewed and that this has contributed to confusion
regarding training for and conducting of cold consent encounters as part of
interdiction operations at mass transportation facilities. DEA managers
advised us that the DEA does not consider interdiction to be a stand-alone
DEA program and instead considers it a “tool in the toolbox” that DEA field
division managers can use to combat drug trafficking at transportation
facilities. We believe that this decentralized approach has contributed to not
all TFG members receiving DEA interdiction training, to a lack of clarity
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regarding training and policy requirements, and to TFGs conducting cold
consent encounters and searches in potentially misleading manners as
described below.
In lieu of a centralized interdiction program manager, the DEA relies
on its Jetway training to teach TFG members to appropriately and effectively
conduct interdiction activities, including cold consent encounters and
searches, and on field division managers to ensure that their division
comports with DEA policy and accepted interdiction practices. However, we
found that DEA interdiction training was not mandatory, although many
personnel involved with training for and conducting transportation
interdiction believed that it was; that not all TFG members had received DEAapproved interdiction training; and that Jetway training did not instruct
attendees on certain DEA consent search policies discussed below that are
applicable to interdiction at transportation facilities. Further, we found that
field division oversight did not identify deviations from certain policies or
accepted interdiction practices. Without establishing better coordination
among DEA officials who promulgate DEA policy, those who provide
interdiction training, and those who conduct interdiction operations, the DEA
cannot ensure that its TFGs are conducting cold consent encounters and
searches appropriately.
DEA’s decentralized management of interdiction operations does not ensure
that there is sufficient oversight of cold consent encounters and searches.
In 1998, the DEA recognized the importance of a more centralized
approach to Jetway training and oversight, and it issued a directive for these
responsibilities to be transferred from EPIC to the State and Local Programs
Section of the Domestic Operations Division.44 The 1998 directive further
stated that the Domestic Operations Division had undertaken a review of the
Jetway program, and had “identified additional training needs, accountability
and reporting issues and responsibilities...important to the continued success
of the Jetway program.” The 1998 directive and a subsequent 2001 directive
from EPIC to all SACs entitled “Operation Jetway Mission, Training, and
Accountability” laid out the specific responsibilities for TFG managers in the
field as follows:


systematically review case files and evaluate all of the operational
aspects of the interdiction units under their command for adherence to
program objectives, methodologies, current interdiction laws, and
accepted interdiction procedures;
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monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the units to ensure that the
interdiction members have received the proper training and are
adhering to DEA policies and procedures;
ensure that managers receive this training as well, so they can
effectively evaluate these units; and
ensure that agents and task force officers newly assigned to an
interdiction unit receive interdiction training prior to taking the lead
role in any interdiction investigations.

However, we could not find any documentation that showed the DEA
completed the review of training and accountability called for in the 1998
directive. In addition, the DEA has not provided guidance regarding the
training and oversight responsibilities for TFGs since issuing these directives
more than a dozen years ago.
During our interviews with the supervisors and ASACs of the four TFGs
that we visited, we asked them to describe their oversight of the TFGs. One
or both from each group told us that they regularly review case files, DEA-6
forms, operational plans, and also that they prepare activity reports. All of
the supervisors told us that they review case files and DEA-6 forms. Two of
the four supervisors stressed that another form of oversight they performed
was frequent participation in the TFG’s interdiction activities, while two other
supervisors told us that they participated in interdiction activities
occasionally. In each of the four groups, the oversight the ASACs performed
was removed from operations and focused on administrative requirements.
Overall, we found that the nature of the ASACs’ and supervisors’ oversight of
their TFGs was inconsistent and did not include all the requirements set forth
in EPIC’s 1998 and 2001 directives.
Not all interdiction task force group members attended DEA interdiction
training, and training requirements are unclear and inconsistently
understood.
We learned from our telephone interviews with TFG supervisors that
29 percent of TFG members and 47 percent of supervisors had not attended
Jetway training. Additionally, none of the ASACs from the four sites we
visited had attended the training.
Proper interdiction training is important when conducting cold consent
encounters.
The DEA Agents Manual describes search and seizure as “one of the
most dynamic and potentially confusing areas of law today,” which we
believe makes interdiction training for TFG members of the utmost
importance. In addition, TFG management and members made statements
to us during interviews that reinforced the importance of interdiction training.
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For example, one ASAC told us that training helps TFG members gain
confidence, in addition to giving them the opportunity to build relationships
with law enforcement officers from different agencies. Another TFG member
told us that training for officers who are new to interdiction is helpful because
it gives them a foundation for doing interdiction work. He added that
interdiction classes give TFG members an opportunity to learn what is
required by case law and get instruction on cold consent encounters.
Further, one ASAC told us that training is important for TFG supervisors so
that they can effectively evaluate whether the TFGs they are supervising are
adhering to the DEA’s policies and procedures.
We found that in addition to Jetway training, some TFG members also
receive training through private providers and state and local agencies. For
example, task force officers from one TFG told us that they attended
interdiction training sponsored by the state district attorney’s office. Several
other TFG members told us about a training they refer to as “SKYNARC” that
allows attendees to focus on specific types of interdiction they conduct by
offering small, in-depth seminars on specific interdiction topics that
attendees can chose from, such as bus interdiction.45 Although we were told
that SKYNARC and certain other non-DEA training may be of high quality, the
Jetway manager that the DEA referred us to told us that he was unaware of
any interdiction training that the DEA authorized, other than Jetway. Only by
requiring that TFG members attend a DEA-approved training, whether
provided by Jetway or another source outside the DEA, can the DEA ensure
that TFG members receive training that is consistent with prevailing seizure
and forfeiture law and DEA standards.46
Interdiction training is not mandatory and training requirements are unclear.
Despite its importance, there is a lack of clarity as to whether Jetway
training is mandatory for TFG members, supervisors, and managers. We
found that there was no DEA document that is considered policy that made
Jetway training mandatory. However, we found several other DEA
documents that stated Jetway training was mandatory. Further, many of the
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In a September 2014 investigative series on asset seizures as a result of highway
interdiction by state and local law enforcement, the Washington Post reported that highway
interdiction training programs are non-centralized, and perhaps inappropriately emphasize
instruction on seizing assets. Michael Sallah, Robert O’Harrow Jr., and Steven Rich, “Stop and
Seize,” The Washington Post, September 6, 2014,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2014/09/06/stop-and-seize/ (Accessed
November 13, 2014).
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people we interviewed assumed that Jetway training was required for TFG
members, supervisors, and managers.
For example, DEA-wide directives that EPIC issued in January 1998
and March 2001 state that the appropriate ASACs, Resident Agents in Charge
(RACs), and Group Supervisors “must receive this Operation Jetway
training…so they can effectively evaluate these units,” and “agents and task
force officers newly assigned to an interdiction unit must receive interdiction
training prior to taking the lead role in any interdiction investigations.”
Further, a page on the DEA website about Jetway training states, “DEA policy
states that this is a mandated training program for all DEA Special Agents
and task force officers assigned to [airport, train, bus, parcel, or hotel/motel
interdiction units].” Another Jetway document states that, “Upon completion
of Operation Jetway, attendees are certified Operation Jetway Interdiction
officers, as per DEA regulations;” however, the material does not refer to
specific regulations.
In addition, a Jetway manager stated that he uses the January 1998
directive as validation that Jetway training is mandatory when TFG and state
and local interdiction unit supervisors question the use of their travel funds to
send a TFG member to Jetway. He said that he used the 1998 directive
because he believed that there was nothing more current that specified that
Jetway training was mandatory. He was unaware of the 2001 directive until
we brought it to his attention.
In contrast, the Director of EPIC told us that neither the 1998 nor the
2001 directives are policy.47 Further, he was unaware of any mandatory
interdiction training, and that he would have to check the policy to see if
Jetway training was mandatory. He later confirmed that the DEA does not
have a policy that requires Jetway training.
Not surprisingly against this backdrop, the interviews we conducted
with TFG members, supervisors, and managers showed an inconsistent
understanding of the training requirements for TFGs. For example, of the
four supervisors whose TFGs we visited, three believed that Jetway training
was required for being the lead investigator when conducting a cold consent
encounter and one supervisor said he was not aware of Jetway training until
our interview. No member of the latter TFG had attended Jetway training,
though many of the state and local members told us that they had attended
interdiction training through their own agencies. Following our site visit, the
RAC overseeing this TFG informed us that as a result of our review, he had
47
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arranged for all of the TFG members to enroll in a Jetway class scheduled for
January 2015, as well as another interdiction training course sponsored by
the Department of Transportation. Further, we asked one supervisor with
whom we conducted a telephone interview why some of his TFG members
had not attended Jetway training. He told us that because his TFG mainly
conducts hotel, motel, and truck stop interdiction rather than airport
interdiction, he mistakenly believed that the training would not be applicable.
However, Jetway training includes relevant modules, such as interdiction at
hotels and motels.
Budget constraints have limited the availability of Operation Jetway training.
Interviewees told us that another reason some TFG members had not
attended Jetway training is federal budget constraints, including the federal
budget sequestration, which reduced EPIC’s budget and DEA field divisions’
training budgets.48 For example, the EPIC Director told us that sequestration
required EPIC to cancel nine Jetway classes that had already been scheduled
for 2013, resulting in a lengthy waiting list. In addition, TFG supervisors told
us that budget limitations resulted in TFG members not being sent to Jetway
training.
Interdiction task force group members do not adhere to certain DEA policies
pertinent to cold consent encounters and searches at transportation facilities.
Another result of the DEA’s decentralized management of interdiction
operations is the lack of coordination between what is taught in Jetway
training and certain operational policies in the DEA Agents Manual that apply
to conducting cold consent encounters and searches at transportation
facilities. We found that there are two specific policies in the DEA Agents
Manual that most of the TFG members we interviewed were either unaware
of or incorrectly assumed did not apply to cold consent searches at
transportation facilities. As a result, we found that most TFGs do not follow
these policies.
The “Consent Searches” section of the DEA Agents Manual includes a
requirement that “consent searches must be reported on a DEA-6 form,
Report of Investigation, within five working days of the search.” However,
several TFG members we interviewed told us that they only prepare a DEA-6
if a consent search results in a seizure or arrest and were either unaware of
the policy to document all consent searches without regard to whether they
resulted in a seizure or arrest, or did not think that the policy applied to
consent searches conducted as part of transportation interdiction. By
48
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contrast, another TFG supervisor told us that his TFG documented every cold
consent encounter and search on a DEA-6 form, because it is “just the right
thing to do.” He stated that his group uses the information for intelligence
purposes to determine if the TFG has previously encountered the same
suspicious passenger.
When we asked TFG members about this policy, several expressed
concerns because completing a DEA-6 form without having found drugs or
making an arrest could result in information about an innocent person being
entered into a criminal database. One supervisor concurred that he had
reservations about putting names of travelers into a criminal database if the
search did not produce results and there was no perceived criminal activity.
A second policy states that “the agents who are requesting to conduct
a consent search should request that the person who is giving consent read
and sign a DEA-88, Consent to Search form.” The DEA Interdiction Manual
notes that “obtaining an individual’s consent to search in writing provides
substantial evidence that an individual voluntarily consented to a search,”
which can be important if the voluntariness of the search is later challenged.
When we asked TFG supervisors whether their groups used DEA-88s to
obtain consent, none of them were aware that this policy applied to
conducting consent searches as part of interdiction activities at
transportation facilities. One TFG member explained that he would use this
form to obtain a homeowner’s consent to search a residence or vehicles
parked on the property, but not to obtain consent to search at a
transportation facility. One ASAC stated that generally when TFG members
are conducting consent searches at airports, they obtain consent verbally
because the searches are often done quickly and there is insufficient time to
have a traveler sign a form. In addition, TFG members told us that they felt
travelers encountered at transportation facilities would be more willing to
give a verbal consent to search than they would be to sign a document.
We found that Jetway training does not include information about
these policies or instruct students to follow them when conducting consent
searches as part of interdiction operations at transportation facilities. In fact,
a Jetway manager at EPIC who manages training told us that these policies
do not apply to interdiction operations in transportation facilities. However,
the DEA Section Chief responsible for developing operational policy told us
that these two policies do apply to consent searches at transportation
facilities. This shows that additional coordination is needed between DEA
personnel who manage Jetway training and those who develop policy
applicable to interdiction operations.
The TFG members who conduct cold consent searches at
transportation facilities and the managers who provide training articulated
reasons why these policies may not be practicable for interdiction operations.
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However, unless the DEA officials respectively responsible for writing policy,
training, managing, and conducting interdiction operations coordinate to
determine what policies should apply to interdiction at transportation
facilities and ensure that TFG members know and understand those policies,
TFGs will continue to interpret policy inconsistently and the DEA will not be
able to rely on such policy as an effective management or oversight tool for
its operations.
Some TFG members conduct cold consent encounters and searches in a
manner that may be misleading.
Without clear guidance and centralized management, oversight of
TFGs varies and cannot ensure that TFGs conduct cold consent encounters
appropriately. Indicative of this, our review identified two practices in which
TFG members conduct cold consent encounters and searches in ways that
may either misrepresent themselves or the ability of the traveler from whom
cash is seized to contest the seizure.
In our interview with a member of a TFG, he described how he
conducted cold consent encounters at airports, stating that he approached
passengers in the gate area (after they had passed through Transportation
Security Administration security) and said that the TFG was conducting
“secondary inspections.” When we asked the supervisor about the use of the
term “secondary inspection,” he stated that he thought it was acceptable.
We find this troubling because the traveler encountered may
reasonably interpret this to mean that they are required to consent to the
encounter and/or a search when that is not the case. A Jetway manager told
us that using the term “secondary inspection” sounded like something the
Transportation Security Administration might say to a traveler that could
cause them to believe they were being “detained.” He also told us that
claiming to be conducting a “secondary inspection” was not taught in the
Jetway curriculum, which by contrast instructs attendees to display their
credentials and accurately identify themselves by stating, for example, “I am
a police officer with the X police department and am working as part of a
DEA narcotics interdiction group.” Clearly and properly identifying
themselves and stating the purpose of the interview is one way that Jetway
teaches attendees to keep a cold consent encounter from becoming an
investigative detention, for which reasonable suspicion is required.
In addition, statements that can be interpreted to mean that the
encounter is not voluntary could jeopardize the voluntariness of the consent
and, therefore, any resulting seizure and or arrest. When we reported these
concerns to DEA managers, they stated that future Jetway training courses
would specifically teach that the term “secondary inspection” should not be
used when conducting cold consent encounters, though we believe the
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practice still reflects the lack of clear guidance and coordination in the Jetway
program.
Another practice that may be misleading involves the use of a form
that disclaims the ownership of seized cash. We found that at least two of
the TFGs sometimes ask travelers whose cash is seized and who deny
ownership of the cash to sign a disclaimer of ownership form. If signed, this
form could potentially be used against the claimant if the seizure is later
contested or becomes part of a court case.
We found that one TFG uses a form with the DEA seal and a second
TFG uses a different form that does not indicate any agency affiliation. Both
forms advise the traveler that, by signing the disclaimer form, they are
stating that they have no claim to the currency and are waiving their rights—
in one case “to file a petition or claim for the return of the currency” and in
the other that “judgment can be entered without further notice” to them.
This language notwithstanding, the Senior Attorney in the DEA’s Asset
Forfeiture Section told us that, although she was unaware of whether there
was any official DEA disclaimer of ownership form, she was aware that some
TFGs used various disclaimer of ownership forms; that she did not consider
them legally binding in subsequent proceedings; and, that the DEA still
notified the travelers who signed them about their rights to contest the
seizure.
The Jetway manager responsible for the Jetway training told us that he
knew that some TFGs used these forms, but he was unaware of a standard
DEA disclaimer of ownership form, and he noted that Jetway does not
instruct participants to use this type of form. Because of the questionable
nature of such forms, we believe that, at the very least, if DEA TFGs are
going to use such a form, it should be a standard DEA-issued form that is
prepared after thorough consideration, and that it should be incorporated in
the Jetway training to be used uniformly by all TFGs.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Cold consent encounters and searches can raise civil rights concerns.
Because of the sensitivity of cold consent encounters as a law enforcement
tactic, effective management, training, and oversight of their use is
necessary to ensure that they are conducted appropriately. However, we
found that the DEA does not collect sufficient data on cold consent
encounters to assess whether they are being conducted impartially or
effectively, and that the DEA’s management of Special Agents and task force
officers assigned to interdiction Task Force Groups (TFGs) does not ensure
that training and operational requirements are clearly established,
communicated to investigators, or followed.
The DEA has not collected demographic information about each of the
encounters it conducts in transportation facilities since July 2003, when it
terminated a Department of Justice data collection pilot project that was
intended to examine the DEA’s use of race in interdiction operations. Even
though collecting demographic data on cold consent encounters cannot be
conclusive with regard to racial profiling without a valid baseline of the
demographic characteristics of the relevant population, we believe this data
would provide a basis for additional oversight of the DEA’s interdiction
activities and assist in responding to allegations that its agents or task force
officers inappropriately considered race in encountering travelers or making
seizures. Without this information, the DEA cannot assess the impartiality
with which cold consent encounters and searches are conducted.
Additionally, because the DEA does not document all cold consent
encounters with travelers whether or not the contact resulted in an arrest or
seizure, and also does not keep track of the time spent on these encounters
or the nature of the encounter resulting in seizures, the DEA cannot assess
whether cold consent encounters are an effective means of interdiction. We
believe an analysis of the effectiveness of cold consent encounters is
warranted for at least three reasons. First, the DEA’s analysis of the results
of cold consent encounters conducted in transportation facilities between
2000 and 2002 showed that they had only an 11 percent success rate
resulting in seizures — a rate that could be even lower in airports now
because of the Transportation Security Administration’s mandatory screening
of all travelers. Second, supervisors and managers of the TFGs questioned
the effectiveness of cold consent encounters, and several have begun
spending more time on other forms of interdiction that they believe are more
productive. Finally, without conducting an analysis comparing the results of
cold consent encounters to other interdiction or investigative activities, the
DEA cannot assess whether this tactic is an effective use of its resources.
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Further, we found that the DEA does not centrally manage or
coordinate its interdiction operations, and that this has contributed to
confusion regarding training for and conducting of cold consent encounters
and searches as part of their operations at mass transportation facilities. The
DEA’s decentralized management of the TFGs relies on its Operation Jetway
training to convey to Special Agents and task force officers how to effectively
and appropriately conduct interdiction, and on field division managers to
ensure that their division’s TFG conducts activities, including cold consent
encounters and searches, according to DEA policies and accepted interdiction
practices.
We identified several examples where this lack of coordination resulted
in unclear standards for interdiction training and policy and in cold consent
encounters and searches being conducted in a potentially misleading
manner. Despite the fact that most TFG members, supervisors, and
managers believe that interdiction training is important and operate under
the assumption that the DEA’s Jetway training is mandatory for TFG
members, we found that it is actually not required by DEA policy and, in fact,
that 29 percent of TFG members and 47 percent of their supervisors had not
attended a Jetway training course. We identified two policies in the DEA
Agents Manual applicable to conducting interdiction activities, including
consent searches, that most of the TFG members we interviewed were
unaware of or incorrectly assumed did not apply to cold consent searches at
transportation facilities. We also identified two practices in which TFG
members conducting cold consent encounters and searches may
misrepresent either themselves or the ability of the traveler from whom they
seize cash to contest the seizure.
Without establishing better coordination among DEA officials who
promulgate DEA policy, those who provide interdiction training, and those
who supervise and conduct interdiction operations, the DEA cannot ensure
that its traveler interdiction activities at mass transportation facilities are
being conducting appropriately.
Recommendations
We make the following five recommendations to improve the DEA’s
policies and practices and strengthen management and oversight of cold
consent encounters in mass transportation facilities and protect the rights of
the public. We recommend that the DEA:
1. Consider how to determine if cold consent encounters are being
conducted in an impartial manner, including reinstituting the collection
of racial and other demographic data and how it could be used to
make that assessment.
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2. Develop a way to track cold consent encounters and their results and
use the information collected to gain a better understanding of
whether and under what circumstances they are an effective use of
law enforcement resources.
3. Require all interdiction TFG members and supervisors to attend either
Jetway or alternative DEA-approved interdiction training.
4. Ensure appropriate coordination of training, policies, and operations
for conducting cold consent encounters and searches, including
assessing which policies should apply to cold consent searches at
transportation facilities and ensuring that interdiction TFG members
know when and how to apply them.
5. Examine whether disclaimer of ownership of cash forms should be
used in cold consent encounters and, if so, establish a consistent
practice and training regarding their use.
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APPENDIX I: SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE OIG REVIEW

In this review the OIG examined the policies, practices,
documentation, and oversight of DEA-initiated cold consent encounters and
searches of travelers in mass transportation facilities from 2009 through
2013. Our fieldwork, conducted from December 2013 through July 2014,
included interviewing DEA and other officials regarding interdiction training
and operations, cold consent encounters, and asset seizure; telephone
interviews with the Group Supervisors of the DEA’s 17 interdiction Task Force
Groups (TFGs); in-person interviews with managers, Group Supervisors, and
members of four interdiction TFGs; analysis of DEA cash seizures; and
reviewing documents. We focused on the interdiction TFGs because DEA
officials told us that within DEA operations, these are the entities most likely
to conduct cold consent encounters at transportation facilities. At the time of
our review, DEA field division managers identified 17 TFGs that were
designated as interdiction TFGs. The following sections provide additional
information about our methodology.
Interviews
We interviewed current and former DEA officials regarding their roles
pertaining to training, legal counsel, administrative management, policy,
oversight, statistical analysis, and asset forfeiture of DEA interdiction
activities. We interviewed managers of the El Paso Intelligence Center and
its Operation Jetway interdiction training program and managers from the
Office of the Chief Counsel, the Operations Management Section, the Policy
and Source Management Section, the Office of Professional Responsibility,
the Statistical Service Section, and the Asset Forfeiture Section.
We also interviewed officials from the Department of Justice’s Civil
Rights Division and the Justice Management Division’s Asset Forfeiture
Management Section. To understand policing practices for collecting race
and other demographic data we spoke to a former director of the Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services, the Executive Director of the Major
Cities Chiefs Police Association, a Coordinator for the High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Area’s Domestic Highway Enforcement Initiative, and officials
from seven law enforcement agencies.
We conducted telephone interviews with the Group Supervisors of the
17 interdiction TFGs to determine how much time they spent conducting cold
consent encounters, under what circumstances they collect information from
these encounters, and whether they had attended Operation Jetway training.
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Site Visits
We visited four DEA interdiction TFGs. We visited two groups to
increase our understanding of interdiction TFG operations and two because
our telephone interviews with TFG Group Supervisors indicated that one
group conducted the most cold consent encounters at airports and the other
conducted the most bus interdiction. During our visits we interviewed four
Assistant Special Agents in Charge, one Resident Agent in Charge, four
Group Supervisors, eight DEA Special Agents, and 12 state and local task
force members. Our interviews pertained to training, oversight, and
documentation of cold consent encounters and searches, and how TFG
members conduct cold consent encounters and searches of travelers in
airports, bus stations, and train stations.
Data Analysis
With data from the Justice Management Division’s Consolidated Asset
Tracking System, we analyzed cash seized by the 17 interdiction TFGs and
the DEA from calendar years 2009 through 2013. We also analyzed
interdiction TFG seizures that were contested to determine how many
seizures resulted in some cash being returned.
Document Review
We reviewed a variety of DEA, Department of Justice, and publically
available documents pertaining to interdiction, cold consent encounters, and
asset seizure. We reviewed DEA policy and guidance pertaining to
interdiction, the use of consent encounters, and to DEA TFGs generally. We
also reviewed complaints the DEA received pertaining to racial profiling and
information pertaining to a lawsuit brought against the DEA alleging that one
specific Special Agent had engaged in racial profiling when conducting cold
consent encounters. We also examined training material and attendance
information from the Operation Jetway interdiction training program. Finally,
we reviewed three consent decrees that the Department of Justice’s Civil
Rights Division entered into with state and local law enforcement agencies
that required oversight of cold consent encounters and searches.
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APPENDIX II: FAIRNESS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT EXECUTIVE
MEMORANDUM

Memorandum on Fll irncss in Law Enforcement
lWl:dd y Compi lation of PresidenLiai Documents]
From the 1999 Pre::idential Documents Online via GPO Access

rfrWai S.flCCCSS. gpo.gov1

[DOCID;pd 14jn99 _t'~- 14]
[Page 10671
Monc.lay, June 14, 1999
Volume 35--Number 23
Pages 1049- 1083

Week Ending Friday>June 11 , 1999
Memomndulll on Fairness in La w Enforce ment
June 9, 1999

Memorandum for the Secretary of the Treasury , the Attorney General, the
Secretary of the Jntl:rior
Subject: Faimess in Law Enforcement: Collection of Data
We must work together to build the trust of all Amcricruls in law enforcement. We have
great confidenc!.! in our Federalla\Vcnlo rcemcnt onicer.-; and know thaI U1CYstrive to uphold
the best plinciplcs of law enforcement in our democratic society. We cannot tolerate,
however, ofli ccrs who cross the line and abuse tlleir position by mistreating law'. abiding
individulIls or who 11 rin~ their own racial bias to Ole job. No person should be suhject to
excess;\'!: lorce, and no person should be largcli;.'<1 by law cnforcl,;.1nl,;.111 becausc of the color
or his or her skin. Stopping or searchillg individuals on the busis or ruce is not effecti ve law
enforct;."l11Cnl policy, ond is nol consistent with ollr democratic ideal s, especially our
commitment to equa l protection under the law for all persons. It is neither legitimHte nor
defensible as u
strategy fo r public protection. It is simply wrong.
To begin (Iddressing the problem of racia l profilin g, Federal agencies should colk'CLmore
data at all levels of law enforccment to ocucr detinc the scope or the problcm, TIle
systemntif.: c.ollection of statistics and in.lonnation regarding fedemllu w enforcelllcnt
activities can increase Ole fai1l1ess of our Inw enforccment practiccs. Tmcking Ole rocc,
dhnicity, and gender of lhose who are stopped or searched by low cnforCCTllI,;.'T11 will help to
dctemline where probl em!; exist, and guide the dc:velopmenl of solutions.
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I therefore direct you to design :md implemcnt a system to collect and report statistics
relating to roCI!, cthnicity. and gender for law (.,If()rct.:ment activities- in your dcpurUm::ut.
Spa:ilically. yOll shall:
( I) develop a proposal wiUlin 120 days. ill COllsut\atiOIl with UlI! Attomcy GCllcml, tor a
system of d..'lta collection and an implementation plan for a field test of that system,
inclwJing Ute law cnlorct..,llent agt.'11cy components, siles, unta sets, training, IUld other
mcUlOus and procoourcs to be Ulcludcd in the fielu te;;ting_You shall implement field tcsts
within 60 days ofiinalizing their proposals:
(2) to Ihe extcnt proctic;lblc, collect d.1ta tlH11 is suftkicntly detailed to permit an analysis
of actions relevalll to tlle activities of the included law enforcement agl!ncies by raCI!,
ethnicity, or gender. Such actions may include tramc stops, pedestrian stops, a more
extensive in~tion or Ulterview limn Ilwt customarilv conuucted with entrnuts to the
United St.'!les, requests for conscllt to search, or wamllltiess sean:.hes. D'lta acquired
pursuant to Ulis memoranduill may 1I0t contain any infonnatioll that lIlay reveal the identity
of any individual: and

(3) provide to the Attomey General a SlUlllllary of the illfonn3tlon collected during Ule
fIrst yl!ar of your field tes\. including civilian complnlnts rcCCIV(""(\ <lUc~ing hins based 011 the
mce, etll11.icity>or gender of the complainant in law enlorce1l1cIIl activities; your process for
invcstigating and resolving such complaints; mId the ()utcomcs of Imy such investigations.
TIIC AlIomcy General shall report to me, in con:mit.'1tion with rdcVtUlt agency heuds. on the
results of the field tests with: (i) an evaluation of the iir~t year of the field test; (ii) an
implementation plan \0 expand the d..'lta collection ami reporting systcm to other componcnts
und loclltiolls Witiliil tilC agt.'11CY llnd It) make such systl!m j)(.'TIIl<ln(,.'1lt; and (iii)
recommendations to improve the fair administration of Iilw cniorcement activitics.

!11 addition, within 120 days oftlle datI! of this directive, you shall provide a report to me
your trnilling programs, policio;!S, and pructices regarding the use of mce. etlmicity, and
gl.!l\der in your law enJorc('1I1ent activities, along wiUI rccommClld.'ltiollS for improving those
prognl1nS, policii.:s, and practices.
011

William 1. Clilllon
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APPENDIX III: 2001 COLLECTION OF DATA TO ENSURE FAIRNESS IN
LAW ENFORCEMENT INTERIM REPORT

@fficc af the Attartrrt,l 0;;(nerI11
nilnsI7 in :;tttTll, B..err. 2L15Jt1
January 17

r

2001

The President

T.r.e White House
Was~ington. DC
20S00
Dear Mr.

President

With this letter I am transmitting an interim report on the
wcrk of the Department of Justice in response to your Executive
Memorandum of June 9, 1999, addressing fairness in federal law
enforcement.
Your Memorandum directed the Department to examine the use
of race, ethnicity and gender in federal law enforcement. The
Department strongly believes that race-, ethnic- and gender
ne'.ltral Dolicies in the admini.t5c::-a:ion or lust':"ce are essential
to sound-and credible law enforcemen~, anct"strives to ensure Chat
our policies are both =air and effective.
This inLerim report was prepared by U:e Department at the
recruest of the White Hause.
It describes the data collection
fi~ld tests undertaken to d~te, as well as the challenges the
Department has encountered while collecting this data,
The
Executive f-Iemorandum requires the Department to prepare a final
refort for the Presider.t summarizing the data collected during
the first year, including evaluat~cn of the field tests and
de\'elopment of a plan for expanded data collection.
That report
will be submitted by May 31, 2001.
Our goal is professional law enforcement that treats
persons fairly, equally and with respect.
r believe our federal
data collection efforts are helping to achieve that goal.
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I.

BACKGROUND

On June 9,1999, President Clinton issued an Executi\"e Memorandum to the Secretary orlhe
Interior, the Attorney General and the Secretary orthe Treasury on "Fairness in Lav,: Enforcement."
The Memorandum directs the examination of the use cfrace, ethnicit), and gender in federalla\\
enforcement. The Memorandum also seeks to ensure that. \vhere possible, race-. ethnic- and gender
neutral policies are used in the administration of justice. To achieve these goals. the agencies were
required to create field tests to collect data on the race, ethnicity and gender of persons stopped or
searched by law enforcement and to provide a report and recommendations on training programs.
policies and practices regarding the use of race, ethnicity and gender in federal law enforcement
activities. The Department will submit a tinal report in May 200 I.
This is an interim report, as requested by the White House, on the Department of Justice's data
collection field tests on persons stopped or encountered in certain settings by law enforcement officers
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the Drug Enforcement Administration (DCA).
the two Department components that were selected to implement the field tests. I This interim report
also suggests essential next steps to ensure the success of these data collection efforts. Although this
report is focused on the work of INS and DEA, the Department of Justice strongly believes that race-,
ethnic- and gender-neutral policies in the administration of justice are essential to sound, effective and
credible law enforcement by all of the Department's components, as well as by other federal agencies
and state and local law enforcement authorities. The Department also recognizes that there are some
appropriate uses of race, ethnicity and gender that are essential to effective 1a\.\.. enforcement. For
example, where a law enforcement officer has information linking specific unlawful activity to an
individual whose race, ethnicity or other identifying characteristic is known, that information ma)
appropriately be used to identify that individual. Therefore. the challenges facing the Department ha\'(:
been and are: (1) to develop policies and training programs enabling law enfo_r~ment officers to
detennine when information relating to the race, ethnicity or gender of persons suspected of unlawful
activities may be used in law enforcement operations; (2) to monitor activities to ensure that these
policies are followed; and (3) to identify and remedy those situations where race, ethnicity or gender is
inappropriately used.

I Although this report focuses on the field tests performed by INS and DEA, the Department is
also collecting data on arrests made, suspects prosecuted and defendants sentenced and incarcerated
within the federal system, as described in 1110re detail in our initial proposal responding to the Execull\ e
Memorandum. See Appendix A. The Department reports these statistics annually in the Compendium
of Federal Justice Statistics. The most recent version of this report can be found at the Bureau or
Justice Statistics' website <http://\v\V\v.ojp.usdpLgov/bjs/>. Analysis of these data may help to identify
:l1ly [<lcia\. ethnic or gClld~r disp<lritle:: III these la\'. c:lforcelllcnt :1cti'.'i'.ies. Th~ Dcrartment is :1ls('
engaged ill other efforts beyond data collection to cnsure fairness ill law enforccmcnl See Appcndi\ U

(federal): Appendix C (state and l(lcall
t~.S. [)~p~rlmcnt

of .JU~tl('~
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To help accomplish these objectives, the Executive Memorandum required four tasks 01· the
[)cpartment:
(1)

To develop, within 120 days, a proposal for a system of data collection and an
implementation plan:

(2)

To collect. to the extent practicable, data sufficiently detailed

t~

permit further analysis

of the activities of the Department's law enforcement agencies:
(3)

To prepare a report summarizing the information collected during the first year including
(a) evaluations of the field tests, (b) an implementation plan for expanded data
collection and (c) recommendations for improving the fair administration of federal law
enforcement activities; and

(4)

To prepare a report, within 120 days, describing training programs, policies and
practices regarding the use ofrace, ethnicity and gender in law enforcement acti\·ities
and providing recommendations for improvement.

On October 16, 1999, the Department submitted a report to the President detailing our
proposals for data collection field tests and our implementation plans. See Appendix A. The
Department also submitted a report on November 15, 1999, that described our training programs,
policies and practices regarding the use of race, ethnicity and gender in law enforcement activities and
providing recommendations for improvement. The Department's field tests began in early 2000.'
During the course of these field tests, the Department has identified some problems with the data
collection instruments that must be remedied in order to provide data that are useful for accurate
analysis. This document is an interim report on those field tests and the challenges that the Department
has encountered. The Executive Memorandum requires the Department to prepare a report for the
President summarizing the information collected during the first year, induding evaluation of the field
tests and development of a plan for expanded data collection. That report will be submitted by May

31. 2001

, DEA began its field tests in January 2000 and expanded to ~ total 01'60 sites by June. INS
began its land port of entry" field lest in March 2000, its airport field tests in April 2000. and its Border
!lcllroi Clcld tests in .June 21JOO \.;0\ 311 sites will have completed on~ [\111 ye:,r or datCl c0ikc:io:l b:. the
tlille

the next rerort is expected under the current timetable
u.s.

Department IIf Justice
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[I.

THE FIELD TESTS

The purpose of the Department's data collection effort [s to understand whether, and ho\\,
federal agents or officers usc race. ethnicity or gender in making law enforcement decisions. The
Executive Memorandum called for the Department to design field tests to determine whether its
proposed data collection methods would serve this objective Our efforts to design and implement om
lield tests are described belay\,'
A.

Selection of Department of Justice Components to Conduct Field Tests

The first step the Department took in developing the field tests was to decide which
components would participate. The Department determined that DEA and !NS were the two
Department agencies that routinely engage in non-suspect specific public encounters. that is. law
enforcement activities seeking to detect unlawful behavior in public places among the public at large.
To understand the field tests these agencies have conducted, it is importantJirsl to understand the
general" mission and procedures of these agencies.

I.

[NS

The mission of INS includes ensuring that all persons entering or residing in the United States
are lawfully entitled to do so. By statute. INS has ·'the power and duty to control and guard the
boundaries and borders of the United States against the illegal entry of aliens."' to question all individuals
seeking entry to the United States to detennine whether they are admissible and to lI1vestigate violations
of immigrations laws, such as lack of authorization to work in the United States. 8 U.S.c. §§ lID?
1225, 1324a. These law enforcement responsibilities are carried out by Border Patrol agents, INS
inspectors and investigators.

[NS inspection officers interview persons seeking admission to the United States at ports of
entry, such as land ports and airports. During "primary inspection," the INS inspector interviews the
applicant to verify the applicant's identity and also reviews the trave! documents. Under the
Immigration and Nationality Act, al! applicants for admission are presumed to be aliens unless they can
establish United States citizenship. All persons seeking admission must present to the inspector valid
entry documents, such as a United States passport or a valid immigrant or non-immigrant visa, and
otherwise establish eligibility to enter the United States, such as the intention to rcturn to their countries
of citizenship or to abide by the requirements of their vis3s.
During primary inspection at airports. the inspector nla: check the applicant's name against an
J:ll~I:)'\.sC. ,he: [Il[~ragenc:. f30rder 111.spccl~)n .systel1ll. iGISl. Il.hlch \\'35 CI\;(lleC

;11'.:.:ragency "Iookout"

L.S. Derl:lr!!llent

Of.JUS1ICl·
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in 1989 by INS. the United States Customs Service, the Department of State and the Department Dr
A.griculture, and which pro\'ides information that flags individuals \vho may be inadmissible (~. 1\.1r
crimInal activity or unlawful immigration activity). Due to the volume of pedes tria Ii and vehicle Iranic ~l[
land ports of entry (which dre distinct [rom airports). inspectors have discretion to query applicant':
names against the IBIS database. Additionally. ifentry is sought by an individual in a motor vehicle. tht:
primary inspector may also check the license plate number of the vehicle,
At ports of entry. if the inspector has any doubts about admissibility. or if the documents
presented do not immediately establish admissibility, the applicant is referred to "secondary inspection"
for further interviews and examinations of entry documents. An applicant for admission may be
referred to secondary inspection for reasons such as suspicion of counterfeit documents, concerns
about likelihood of overstaying a visa. concerns about evasive behavior during questioning or suspicions
about the validity of the visa status based on clothing, language or knowledge, for example. If the
applicant overcomes the doubts about admissibility, INS may allow the applicant to Enter the United
States.
Additionally, some 9,000 Border Patrol agents routinely patrol areas near our international land
borders for persons who have unlawfully entered the United States without inspection at a port of entry
During this Administration. the Department has launched several intensive Border Patrol operations to
help close traditional corridors for illegal immigration along the Southwest Border. In general, the
Border Patrol conducts two types of traffic-checking operations in border areas: checkpoints and
"roving patrols." At checkpoints. which may be permanent or temporary, Border Patrol agents stor all
motor vehicles entering a checkpoint to determine the citizenship of the vehicle's occupants. In ro\'ing
patrols. the Border Patrol agents stop vehicles at locations other than checkpoints or ports of entr)
based on the agents' reasonable suspicion that the vehicle's occupants are in violation of immigration
law or other federal law.

INS also routinely investigate) employers to determine whether they employ aliens who are not
authorized to work in the United States. In work-site investigations, investigators typically check
employment records regarding work authorization (known as the "1-9" form) and question employees
to determine their immigration status.
As part of its standard operating procedures, INS collects some information on al! persons
seeking admission to the United States at ports of entry and all persons apprehended for entering
\I,'ithout inspection or overstaying visas. as well as information on aliens placed in removal proceedings
During FY 2000. INS conducted nearly 534 million primary inspections and 8.6 million secondary
inspections. Over 1.8 million arrests were made. nearly 1.7 million by the Border Patro! alone.
IJl\'estigators successfully completed almost 48.000 criminal alien. employer. fraud and anti-s!l1ugg!ill~
(Zl:iCS. Prior l(l[he data collection c:ITorL [;-"'IS did not track these Cllcounters 0)' race. ctlll1icil~ 01

[:.5.
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g.ender. although the agency did track country of origin of certain indi\·idua\s. in part to fulfill statutor)
obligations:

2.

ilEA

The mission of DEA is to enforce the controlled substances laws and regulations of the United

States and to bring to justice those individu~ls and organizations involved in th~ growth, manufacture or
distribution of controlled substances in, or destined for, illegal traffic in the United States, as well as to
recommend programs to reduce the availability of illicit controlled substances in domestic and
international markets. DEA's primary responsibilities include the investigation and preparation for
prosecution of major violators of controlled substance laws, including violent drug gangs and
coordination w;th federaL state and local law enforcement on interstate and international investigations,
such as special enforcement operations at airports and other transportation ports.
One such special enforcement operation is "Operation Jetway'· This operation was established
I 99~. with DEA as the lead agency, to provide standardized training and to collect and analyze
arrest and seizure date from federal, state and local drug interdiction units working at airports, bus
stations. train stations and parcel facilities. The primary goals of Operation Jetway !ire to increase the
effectiveness of interdiction efforts on both a national and an international scale and to ensure that
interdiction units receive training in accepted interdiction techniques in accordance with current law.

111

In Operation .letway, and in other drug interdiction efforts, DEA agents routinely encounter
indiyiduals in public places. such as airports, train stations. bus stations and parcel facilities. DEA
agents rely on a number of indicators when considering whether to approach an individual suspected of
transporting controlled substances. These indicators are an informal compilation of characteristics,
gained from DEA's drug intelligence program as well from experience, believed to be typical of persons
involved in drug trafficking. In addition to these consensual encounters, DEA agents may detain an
individual based on reasonable suspicion and arrest a suspect based on probable cause.
Prior to the data collection effort, DEA did not track its encounters by race, ethnicity or gender.
The agency has routinely analyzed the investigative data obtained as a result of Operation Jetway
arrests and seizures in order to develop intelligence reports describing current drug trafficking trends.

B.

Designing the Field Tests

Designing the field tests presented many challenges to the Department. including how to
determine \'vhich categories of racial and ethnic data to collect. The Office of Management and Budget
{OMS), which is responsible for such issues generally, revised its standards on this issue in 1997. See
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62 Fed. Reg. 58782 (1997) (providing that federal agencies are required to comply with these re\'!scd
standards by January 1.2003). Under these standards. federal agencies collecting such data are
required to classify data all race according to the follow'lng five categories:
American Indian or Alaska Native;
Asian:
Black or African American;
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander: and

White.
In addition, in coHeeLing data on ethnicity, the agencies are directed to indicate whether the individual in
question is either:
Hispanic or Latino; or
Not Hispanic or Latino.
OMB encourages agencies to follow a two-question, or two-field. format-with observations
about race and ethnicity indicated separately on the forms-which both INS and DEA chose to fa 110\1,'.
OMS also allows multiple responses or entries regarding race but, for purposes of the INS and 0::1\
field tests, only one race and one ethnicity (or lack of Hispanic or Latino ethnicity) are tracked.
A related challenge was selecting the set of data to be collected. ror example, INS developed
different forms for each of its operational areas participating in the data collection. due to differences in
procedures at inspections, checkpoints and roving stops. See. e.g., Appendix D. In these INS forms.
the core data elements collected are: (1) date of encounter; (2) time of contact start; (3) gender;
(4) race; (5) ethnicity; (6) nationality (or, for Border Patrol, whether the person is a U.S. citizen);
(7) location of contact; (8) reason for contact; and (9) law enforcement action taken.
Similarly, the common data elements collected by DEA are: (I) date of encounter; (2) time of
contact start; (3) gender; (4) race; (5) ethnicity; (6) location of contact; (7) reason for contact; (8) law
enfOicement action taken; (91 reason for action taken; (10) seizure. if any; (II) description of seizure:
and (12) time contact ended. See Appendix E.
Another critical question was deciding whether to ascertain the race. ethnicity and gender of the
individuals stopped or encountered through the officer's observations or by asking the subject his or hcr
race, ethnicit), and gender. BJS helped to articulate a standard approach to the collection of the race.
ethnicity and gender information for the field tests. This approach compiies with existing federal

l ,So Department of JustH:e
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reg.ulations, namely the standards ofOMB. regarding the collccllon of data fro!lllhe American public,'
The approach chosen by B.lS uses "observational data collection" (tracking the offtcer's observation (li'
the race. ethnicity and gender of the subject). unless some other practice was already in place.
This aspect of the design of the field tests was also 1Illormed by the Department's conference
on "Strengthening Police-Community Relationships," at which the President issued the Executive

Memorandum on fairness in la\v enforcement. Participants suggested that observational data collection
is preferable to "individual self reporting" (in which individuals state their race, ethnicity and gender) for
a number of reasons. First. with regard to potential racial or ethnic profiling, the critical issue is how the
law enforcement officer perceives the race or ethnicity of the subject, not what the subject reports his
or her race and ethnicity to be. Second, participants suggested that inquiries about race and ethnicity in
law enforcement encounters could be both disruptive and inflammatory. Some participants also
suggested that verbal inquiries about race or ethnicity would unduly lengthen what are typically brief
encounters. Therefore, the Department created field tests In wh.ich the law enforcement officers wouid
determine race. ethnicity and gender through observation. Additionally, the field tests designed by INS
and DEA comport with the Executive Memorandum"s directive that the participating law enforcement
agents not be identified by name.~

C.

Site Selection for the Field Tests

INS and DEA independently identified a number of sites at which to conduct field tests. In
selecting these sites, each agency sought to ensure a diversity of geographic locations, size and mode of
tfClIlsportation.
I.

INS

The site selection by INS reflected a number of considerations. First, INS sought to involve all
of its enforcement components (Inspections, Border Patrol and Investigations) and each of its three
Regions. Second. it wanted to look at a mix of geographic locations, demographic groups and
operation sizes. The agency also considered it essential to include sites located at the Southwest

3

The Bureau of Justice Statistics communicated this approach for approval to OMB's Chief

Statistician on September 14, 1999. This approach was not rejected by OMB.
" The Exccwive: :\'lCn"l(1r~lildum sp-.::cil'lcs thaI "j),HZl (!cquireu pl~f5Uillll
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Border v... ith Mexico. in part for the considerations above and in part because there were concerns
<lbOUl racial rrofiling in that region. INS began its field tests in March 20005
For 80rder Patrol operations, INS chose two vehicle checkpoint sites. San Clemente.
Cdlilornia and Ysieta, Texas. INS also selected two Border Patrol stations that use roving stops.
Yuma. Arizona and Blythe, California, for field tests. INS chose this region for al! of its Border Patrol
lield tests because more than 90% of Border Patrol apprehensions Occur at the Southwest Border and
more than 90% of Border Patrol resources are deployed there.
For airports, INS chose sites that reflected geographic diversity, different sized facilities and
tlight arrivals from different pans of the world. The sites chosen were JFK International Airport in Ncn
York,f> Seattle-Tacoma International Airport in Washington and Houston Intercontinental Airport in
Texas. INS also chose one small land port of entry, Del Rio, Texas.
INS also explored choosing sites that would allow data collection on encounters during
worksite investigations of employers to determine whether they employ aliens without work
authorization. INS determined that, for the purposes of the field tests. it would not be feasible to calleci
data on agents' observations of race or ethnicity during investigations due. in part, to concerns that
were raised about the speed with which investigators encounter a large number of people at an often
unfamiliar location that may not be easily secured. INS did, however. review 451 case files from
closed worksite investigations to determine at which point in the investigation race or ethnicity became
known to investigators.

5 INS began coUeeting data in March because resources that would otherwise have been
available for data collection were already committed to responding to policy and training curricula
reviews. Additionally, the timing of the requests to Customs for necessary changes to the IBIS system
coincided with its need to address pending Y2K issues. Subsequently, an unfair labor practices
grievance was filed by the Border Patrol union to prevent the checkpoint and roving patrol field tests
The grievance al!eged that INS could not collect data beyond those categories specified in the
Executive Memorandum, namely race, ethnicity and gender. The Department 3upported the
determination made by INS that the collection of additional categories of data, such as "citizenship'· and
"law enforcement action taken," should be collected. The data coHection by INS has not been
circumscribed as sought by the union, although the grievance has not yet been resolved.
6 The field test at JFK also fulfills a Congressional requirement under the Fiscal Year 2000
Omnibus Consolidated Appropriations Act Conference Report that INS collect and report on the lISC
ni·race. ethnicily and nationality in inspections at JFK. See H. REP. No. 106-283. Departments of
':':"·\11l1!l1erc~ .. iu.qicc. and State, the Judiciar). ;tllci Relatcd .. 'l.gcIlCles Appropriallolls Bill. Fiscsl YCClI
2000. (August 2.1999) (accompanying H.R. 2670.1999 WL 566233)
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2.

DEA

In Januar~ 2000, DEA selected six Operation Jet\\-ay sites for the Ilcld test: Newark
International Airport;

Chicago~O'Hare

International Airport: Houston Intercontinental Airport: Miami

International Airport; Albuquerque, New Mexico train station: and Sacramento. California bus station.
The goal in the initial selection of these sites was to provide an understanding of DEA 's law
enforcement activities in the types of enforcement locations where DEA has contact with the public at
large. Recognizing the importance of this issue to the general public and government officials, on June
L 2000, DEA expanded its field encounter data coHeclion to all airports where Operation Jetway is
active. Field test data is now being collected at approximately 60 airports nationwide.

D.

Mechanics of Implementing the Field Tests

The mechanisms for collecting data vary at each of the types of field test sites described abo\'e

(INS airports, land ports and Border Patrol sites, as well as DEA Operation Jetway airports). For
example, participating INS Border Patrol agents on roving patrols use preprinted sheets to manually
record information on race, ethnicity, nationality and gender as wei! as the reason for the stop. The
data are later coded and entered into a database. At the Ysleta checkpoint, data on all referrals to
secondary inspection are collected, but at the San Clemente checkpoint, due to the heavy volume of
traffic. sampling is used to collect the data. In the field tests at airports, the data are input into IBIS
when all individual is referred to secondary Inspectian. 7 The primary inspectors also enter the reason
for each referral using free text and a defined set of codes. See Appendix D (listing data extraction
codes). When secondary inspection is complete, the secondary inspector closes the entry in IBIS with
a textual description and a defined code for the disposition of the subject's application for admission.
such as the type of visa under which the person was admitted. or whether the person was referred for
an interview \vith an asylum officer or removed from the country. The United States Customs Service
(Customs), which manages IBIS, later transfers the data files to INS.

At all DEA sites, agents complete a "field encounter form" for every encounter involving either
DEA special agents or local task force officers. The form is completed at the field test sites whether or
Ilot the encounter results in a seizure or an arrest. All DEA data are then entered electronically into a
database.

7 These field tests at airports have been complicated by three main factors: (1) the data systems
lIsed by INS arc developed and maintained by Customs: (2) INS is required to process passengers
arriving into the United States by plane within forty-five minutes ofarrl\'al: and (3) the volume of
applical1ts lor adll11SSion processed by INS-Illorc than 500 mdlioll l-ml1l::r'. Inspections conducted
annuall>
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L

Interim Results of the Field Tests

:\5 or October 31, :2000, INS field tests on fairness in lav. ' enlorcement data collection ha\'c
resulted ill 137.249 records collected about the race, ethnic it)' and gender of individuals referred [0
secondary inspection or stopped at checkpoints or by roving patrols. Specifically, Border Patrol
8
collected 2.611 reports; 125,644 reports "..... ere collected at airports by October IS; and 8,944 reports
were collected from the land port. As of December 31,2000, the DEA field tests have resulted in thc
collection of more than 7,607 records showing the race. ethnicity and gender of individuals
encountered

Additionally, both INS and DEA have undertaken some preliminary analyses of this data. For
example. INS initiated data analysis of the JFK records in order to complete a report requested by
Congre.ss.~ Prior 10 discovering that the transmitted data was incomplete (~section IlI.B. below) and
that the analyses were therefore flawed, the following comparisons were completed:
Total referrals by race (compared to the baseline);
Total referrals by ethnicity (compared to the baseline):
Common reasons for referral (by race and ethnicity>;
Reasons for referral and associated dispositions (for each race and ethnicit),); and
Referrals resulting in adverse action.
When the rroblem with the data transmissions has been resolved. INS will analyze the nev,- data
DEA has also tabulated its field encounter data by the following categories:
Race;
Ethnicity;
Gender;
Airport location/encounters: and
Arrests and/or seizures.
To deterrlllilc whether race, ethnicity and gender are used by DEA agents as criteria for initiating
contacts. however. an independent study of the "baseline" demographic characteristics of persons Llsing
those transrorlation terminals is needed (See discussion at section IV_A. below.)

("his number reOects partial della for Houston and Seatlle
SL'C supra. at 11.6.
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III.

INTERIM EV ALlJA TION OF THE FIELD TESTS

Overall. we believe that the field tests are proceeding successfully and \vill provide a foulldalloll
for the type of data collection and analysis requested by' the Executive Memorandum.
OUf interim evaluation of the field tests, however. has revealed a number of challenges that should be
addressed before OUf data collectioll efforts are expanded. Remedying these problems will also help tll
ensure that the data that are collected can be e\'aluated in a meaningful v..:ay.
A.

Burden on Law Enforcement and the Public

Generally, the data collection process has not been overly burdensome on law enforcement nor
has it-impeded law enforcement activities. The impact of this data collection effort on the public has
also been minimaL For example. !~!S found that the data culieciion process caused only minor
increases in processing time for individuals seekmg admission at ports of entry.

B.

Technology Issues

One of the major issues that has surfaced during the field tests is the need to reconfigure the
databases used by DEA and INS 10 ensure proper data co!lection. For example, the databases must
be configured so that the fields properly retlect the categories specified by the OMS standards.
Consequently, DEA was required to alter its "defendant statistical system" and "division enforcement
activity log"' and did so. INS has not yet secured the resources necessary to change the IBfS system ill
resolve problems identified during field lesl implementation. Modification of this system is also difficuit
because it is maintained by Customs.
Other computer ;;glitches" also caused data collection problems. For example, Customs and
INS experienced faulty data transmission between the agencies, which resulted in significant
discrepancies between the number of secondary inspections recorded for field test purposes and the
number reflected in other fNS reports. The transmission problem has been identified and is being
corrected. Other technological problems. including locking up, double entries and inaccurate machine
reader scans, have also been reported and resolved.

C.

Human Error

The 1110S1 consistent difficulty encountered in the field tests resulted from human error. Thesl..'
errors generally fell into three categories
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1.

Inaccurate Data

A preliminary review of a number of the records suggests that some agents and inspectors
collecting the data have miscoded race and ethnicity information. For example, some INS inspectors
recorded nationals from the Indian sub-continent as White rather than Asian. This can lead to
inconsistency in data and a wrong picture of the "average" impression of an INS inspector's assessment
(If race or ethnicity, Similarly. a number of inspectors at .IFK coded severa! hundred individuals with
rassports from India as American Indians. Additionally. the inordinate number of secondary inspection
referrals that were coded as American Indians or Pacitic Islanders, and improbable combinations of
race. nationality and ethnicity. also suggest coding errors.
2.

[ucumplete Data

Missing or incomplete data elements also caused problems in the data collection process,
Both agencies noted that the failure of agents to complete all of the necessary data fields for both
manual and computerized forms is a problem. One common error reported by [NS occurS when an
officer or agent only records information about the person's ethnicity (by checking either "Hispanic or
Latino" or "Not Hispanic or Latino") and fails to record information about the person's race. While
INS may be able to partially rectify this issue by combining the two fields
0ne. this omission is likel:
to skew the data analysis by causing the race ofpeop!e identified solely by their ethnicity to be under
reponed.

i(a

Other omissions were also common. INS indicated that a number of forms insufficiently
articulate the reason for the referral to secondary inspection. "Close-out times" are another area where
omissions are common. Both DEA and INS chose to record the length of each encounter with la\v
enforcement. However, both agencies indicate that agents often fail to record the close-out time, or
record the time when the shift ended instead of the time that the encounter ended, in the close-out field
If the proper close-out time is not recorded, it is impossible to reconstruct this information. Also, if the
start and end times are incomplete or recorded improperlY, analysts can form the wrong impression
Clbout how long an inspection or other encounter lasted. Additionally, the manual data collection system
at INS land ports of entry permits agents to leave certain fIelds biard\., yielding a number of incomplete
records.
Such errors can skew the data that is collected and can result in the exclusion of entire records

For example. DEA omits the entire form from the data tally if that form is missing a race, ethnicilY or
gender descriptor. Approximately 8% of DEA's 7,607 field test records have been classified as
"incomplete data."
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3.

Non-Standardized Entries

The use of informal codes or non-standardized entries has also complicated the data collection
process. While the initial intent was to collect richer and more detailed information through the use ot·
free text fields, it became apparent that officers needed quicker and more accurate ways to record the
data. INS reported a number of such problems. For example. some officers use informal, non
standard or cryptic codes that cannot be understood by the those reviewing the data. Another example
is thaI in stops of vehicles. some INS agents record one referral and disposition for the driver while
using asterisks for the passengers. This is a problem when the data is sorted and the records with
asterisks (passengers) are disassociated frolll the driver's record.

D.

Remedial Steps

All of these data problems-incomplete entries, incorrect data and non-standard entries _ are
exacerbated by the fact that the Executive Memorandum specified agent anonymity in the field teSl
planning process. As a result, supervisors cannot easily identify and correct individuals who are
recording data improperly.
Both INS and DEA have taken steps to remedy these problems. First. standardized codes
were adopted to eliminate variances between law enforcement officers. Second. the inspectors and
agents collecting the data were provided with training as necessary to ensure proper use of the codes
and to reinforce the importance of recording the infonnation accurately and completely. Third, selecli\·~
counseling of individual data collectors or units \-vas performed on an as-needed basis.

IV.

NEXT STEPS IN DATA COLLECTION
A.

Determine Statistical Baselines for Comparing Law Enforcement Encounters
with the Demographics of the Associated Population

For the Department of Justice to be able to accurately analyze the data collected in its field
tests, the Department must also collect underlying "baseline" or "denominator" data. Unique cha!!engt:'~
in identifying and gathering information about the appropriate denominators are presented by the field
test sites. A baseline is necessary to determine whether an agency is stopping a disproportionate
number of people from a specific racial, ethnic or gender category. In order to determine whether sllch
disparate treatment exists, there must be a clear definition orthe relevant population and estimates or its
demographic characteristics. However, there are currently no available estimates of the demographic
characteristics of the relevant population using different modes of transportation or entering the United
States through various ports of entry. The only method of obtaining such estimates is through direcl
fieJd uhserva!ioll
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Since April 2000. BJS has been working to determine baseline data that will enable meaningful
analysis of the 7,607 field encounter data that DEA has collected. BJS. in conjunction with the Bureau
of Transportation Statistics (STS), proposed two sampling methodologies: (I) a method that would
result in a "snap shot" of airport userS during a given time frame. e.g.. several days a week, or a
month: III or (2) a method that would res,ult in an estimate of the demographic characteristics of airport
users over the course ora year. Both m~thods would require an intensive on~site effort and would
therefore need an infusion of reSOurces. In September 2000, BTS proposed that, in order to develop
reliable baseline population estimates, sample data would need to be gathered at airports on at least 58
days. taking into account holiday fluctuations, each year. This process would then have to be repeated
for each of the 60 airports at which DEA is currently collecting data. DEA maintains that it lacks the
funding and personnel necessary to conduct such baseline studies. I I
INS has established pilot programs to capture baseline data at airports. As of October 2000,
INS had conducted two, week~long surveys where primary inspectors collected race and ethnicity data
on every individual entering through the port. [nitially, the individual sites were allowed to select the
weeks for baseline data collection to avoid potential negative impact on processing times. INS has
now determined that their baseline data collection approach has marginal impact on operations and the
INS Office of Statistics wi!! select weeks on a random basis for the baseline data collection. To
accomplish the baseline data collection at the airports, Customs modified the IBIS primary inspections
screen to require entry of an ethnicity and race code for persons subject to primary inspection,
regardless of whether the traveler is admitted or referred for secondary inspection, This has resulted in
the collection of 340,539 records in two weeks at JFK alone. The information gathered about the
demographics of the individuals who pass through the primary inspection may help INS to determine
whether inspectors are referring people to secondary inspection in a racially neutral manner.
INS must navigate a separate set of challenges in creating baseline data for use in analyzing
Border Patrol data. Analysis of the data collected at checkpoints would require information about the
demographics of the population that uses that checkpoint, which would be generally comprised of
everyone approaching the checkpoint from the road as measured on either a per-vehicle or individual
basis. HQ',vever, the baseline for roving stups near ine border wouid need to include data on both the
local baseline population and the popUlation traveling through the area. It will be challenging to identify
and coileci information on the appropriate denominator population for comparison purposes.

III

DEA does not believe that this would be sufficient to measure a baseline population.

II DEA also believes that the law enforcement agency collecting data on race. ethllicilY and
gender ,~il',)uld not he directly involved in developing the baseline. INS has taken a different JDproaci;
and ha'i dc\clopcd a pilot program to establish the needed baseline i'or its airport field tests.
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·In addition to collecting "external" baseline information, the Department will examine \\:hether
there are "internal" benchmarks that agencies might use to evaluate the data. INS is considering ho\\' 10
best use the data it has collected and has conducted some internal analysis (or operational purposes.
Other internal comparisons that DEA and INS might consider include: comparing data for individual
units over time: comparing data for different units or sub-units that operate in the same area (or
otherwise are similarly situated); or comparing, by race and ethnic origin. the percentage of searches
that result in a seizure of contraband or the percentage of encounters that result in an arrest.

B.

Identify the Department's Increased Staffing Needs

INS has indicated that it will need additional resources to complete and expand its efforts.
DEA does not believe that it needs additional resources to complete its efforts. However, if it is
determined that DEA is responsible for establishing a baseline and analyzing the data collected, DEA
will need sufficient funding to contract with experts to establish the relevant baseline for each airport and
to analyze the data.
As noted earlier, a baseline data collection system must be designed and implemented ::Or the
field test. Placing observers, for instance, in airports to monitor the population of people that uses
airports will require additional personnel and resources. Both INS and DEA have dedicated a great
deal of time and effort to design and implement the data collection field tests. Moreover, BJS devoted
considerable staff' time to assist in the development of the field tests but will not be able to do a
complete analysis of the field test data with baseline data unless its budget and staff are increased.
Neither INS nor DEA has made projections of the staff hours and resources necessary to analyze the
data collected during the field tests, let alone to undertake an expanded data collection effort.

C.

Refine Categories of Data Collected

The Department is continuing to consider how its agents and officers should make racial and
ethnic determinations for purposes of these field tests. OMB has agreed that the Department may. in
addition to the two-question fonnat, collect observations using a "combined" format that has six
categories-five race categories and the ethnic category "Hispanic or Latino." The Department is
considering whether it should adopt the combined format to minimize the risk of receiving incomplete
responses in the current two-question format from officers who identify only the ethnicity, particularly
those who check "Not Hispanic or Latino," and do not specify race, thus under-reporting race. The
Department is also considering other ways to ensure that the necessary data on both race and ethnicity
are collected.

l
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The Department is also exploring whether to collect information 011 ethnic groups beyond those
identified in the OMB standards. Additional categories might include Arabic/Middle Eastern and
Southeast Asian ethnicities. It is important to note that OMB has no! promulgated standards for
identifying ethnic groups beyond Hispanic or Latino. The Department \vould need to define criteria for
these additional ethnic groups prior to expansion of its data collection categories.
D.

Expand Data Collection

As noted above. in June 2000, DEA expanded its data collection field tests from the six original
sites to all DEA Operation Jetway sites (approximately 60 airports) nationwide. In DEA's view, it is
not advisable to expand the collection of field encounter data £0 train and bus stations until valid
baseline data are developed for the Operation Jetway airports.
Further expansion of data collection effons by INS-particularly at iand ports of entry- will
require the development and implementation of a fully automated data collection system. Ideally, this
system will permit the officer to enter data at the time of the initial encounter and include standardized
data emry fields and mandatory text description fields that will minimize user error and ensure the
integrity of the data. INS has also requested that the IBIS database be modified to include a
mandatory field for recording nationality during the data collection process. Again. such improvements
will require additional staff and resources.
V.

CONCLUSION

DEA plans to continue collecting the field encounter data from Operation Jet\vay until DOJ has
prepared its first-year progress report for the President in May 200 I. [NS wi!! conclude its field tests
with the Border Patrol and at selected ports of entry by March 200 l. The Department will provide the
President with analysis of the field tests by May 31,2001. On the assumption that the baseline issue is
resolved. the Department will also provide an analysis of the data collected in the field tests. The
Department will further provide the President with an analysis of its other federal data collection efforts.
At this interim stage in its work on the important tasks in the President's Executive Memorandum, the
Department has learned that the most critical remaining task is collecting baseline data to analyze the
use ofrace, ethnicity_and genderin-federallaw---enforcement. Notwithstanding the challenges it faces,
the Department remains steadfast in its commitment to collecting this data and ensuring that our law
enforcement efforts are race-, ethnic- and gender-neutral.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE PROPOSAL
RESPONDING TO THE EXECUTIVE MEMORANDUM ON FAIRNESS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

I.

Purpose

To respond to the Executive Memorandum on Fairness
II.

In

Law Enforcement

Background

On June 9, 1999, President Clinton issued an executive memorandum to the Secretary of the Interior, the
Attorney General, and the Secretary of the Treasury directing them "to design and implement a system to
collect and report statistics relating to race, ethnicity, and gender for law enforcement activities in each
department.' The Departments were required to submit their data collection proposals by October 9,
1999.
The executive memorandum requires each of the agencies within the respective Departments to improve
data collection at all Jevels of law enforcement to address the problem of racial profiling. Department of
Justice representatives have worked with Interior, Treasury, and Office of Management and Budget
officials to ensure the use of standard race and ethnicity definitions and collection methods
The executive memorandum explicitly requires the collection and reporting of data descrrbing persons
who are stopped or searched by Federal law enforcement. Data describing persons arrested by Federal
law enforcement and prosecuted by U.S. attorneys will also be collected and analyzed
Pursuant to the executive memorandum, four tasks are required of the Departments:
(1)

within 120 days of the memorandum, a proposal for a system of a data collection and
implementation plan will be developed;

(2)

to the extent practicable, data sufficiently detailed to permit further analysis, will be collected on
the activities of each Department's law enforcement agencies; and

(3)

p'repare a report summarizing the information collected during the first year including (a) an
evaluation of the field test, (b) an implementation plan for expanded data collection, and (c)
recommendations for improving the fair administration of Federal law enforcement activities.

(4)

within 120 days of the memorandum, prepare a report describing training programs, policies, and
practices regarding the use of race, ethnicity, and gender in law enforcement practices and
recommendations for improvement.

Within 60 days of the submission of this proposal the agencies are required to begin the field test of the
data collection systems. Following the first year of the field test the Attorney General will prepare a report
for the President summariz'lng the information collected during the first year including (a) an evaluation of
the field test and (b) an implementation plan for expanded data coltection. This report will be prepared by
May 31, 2001. Interim reports will be prepared by the Department describing its recommendations for
improving the fair administration of Federal law enforcement activities
This document describes the proposed data collection plans for the participating Department of Justice
law enforcement agencies. Within the Department of Justice, the Drug Enforcement Administration and
the tmmigration and Naturalization Service were determined to be the agencies that routinely engage In
nonsuspect specific public encounters on a regular basis. The Federal Bureau of Investigations, US.
Marshals Serv·lce. and the Bureau 01 Prisons do not engage in nonsuspect specific publiC encounters
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While only the Drug Enforcement Administration and the Immigration and Naturalization Service were
selected for the field test of a data collection system for nonsuspect·specific public encounters, all
agencies will provide data collected on arrests made, or in the case of the US Attorneys, suspects
prosecuted. The analysis of these data will assist in the identifying racial or ethnic disparities in Federal
law enforcement agenCies' activities related to arrests, prosecutorial decisions, and issues relating to the
sentencing of Federal offenders under the provenance of the U.S. Attorneys, e.g., motions for downward
departures for substantial assistance to the government.

111.

Issues relating to the collection of race and ethnicity

On October 30, 1997, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) revised the Standards for the
Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity.l As part of the revised OMS standards, Federal
agencies are required to collect a minimum of five categories for data describing race:
American Indian or Alaska Native,
Asian,
Black or African American,
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, and
White.
Additio'nally, two categories are required for data collected describing ethnlcity:
Hispanic or Latino. and
Not Hispanic or latina
OMS encourages agencies to collect data concerning race and ethnicity by self-report using the two
question format and allowing multiple responses to the race question. For purposes of implementing the
Executive Memorandum on Fairness in Law Enforcement, Federal agencies will be permitted to record a
single race category by observation.
A ·combined format" may be used for observer-collected data on race and ethnicity. The combined
format has six categories - the five categories of race plus ~Hispanic or latino." OMS standards
encourage the collection of greater detail as long as additional categories can be aggregated into the
minimum categories for race and ethnicity. However, if additional ethnic categories are collected beyond
Hispanic, infra, the two question format is most practical.
Federal programs collecting data for use in household surveys, administrative forms and records, and
other data collections must be consistent with the OMB standards as soon as possible but not later than
January 1,2003.
To ensure consistency and comparability of data across its agencies, the Department of Justice will
require that agencies collect race and ethnicity data using the categories prescribed by OMS. Currently,
only the Bureau of Prisons and the Drug Enforcement Administration collect race and ethnicity data using
the tvvo..question format.
A.

Determining race and ethnicity: self.report vs. observation

At the Attorney General"s June 1999 conference on Strengthening Po/ice-Community
Relationships, panicioants generally agreed that race and ethnicity data collected during a public
encounter by law enforcement should be based on the observation of law enforcement officers
rather than self-repons by the person contacted Conference attendees generally agreed it would
be improper for law enforcement officers to ask questions about a person's race and ethnlcity
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during a public encounter. Such questioning may, in fact, aggravate extant perceptions of racial
discrimination by law enforcement officers
OMB standards permit the collection of data on race and ethnicity through observation in
instances where it is deemed impractical to coUect such data through self-reports, e.g., by a
medical examiner when completing a death certificate. Following the recommendation of
conference participants, the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) in the Department of Justice has
informed OMS that the collection of d~ta on race and ethnicity will be through observation when
making nonsuspect-specific public encounters.
B.

Issues relating to ethnicity

Currently, the minimum designation for ethnicity as part of the OMB Standards for the
Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity is -Hispanic or Latino." With regard 10
impierr.enting the Executive Memorandum on Fairness in Law Enforcement, additional ethnic
groups should be recognized, as the agencies deem appropriate, so as to permit the monitoring of
encounters involving other ethnic groups that are of particular interest or concern to specific
Federai iaw enforcement agencies. Additional categories may include Arabic/Middle Eastern or
Southeast Asian. 2
IV.

Agency data collection proposals

For a complete picture of Federal law enforcement activities and processing of defendants, data
describing Federal law enforcement activities will be collected and analyzed describing (1) nonsuspect.
specific public encounters, (2) suspects arrested by Federal law enforcement agencies, (3) defendants
prosecuted in Federal courts, and (4) defendants sentenced in Federal courts. Several Federal agencies
- including the US Marshals Service, the Executive Office for the US Attorneys, the Federal Judiciary. the
US Sentencing Commission, and the Bureau of Prisons - currently provide data on the processing of
Federal defendants to the Bureau of Justice Statistics as part of its Federal Justice Statistics Program
A.

Nonsuspect-specific public encounters

The executive memorandum requires that a field test of the proposed data collection system
begin within 60 days of finalizing the proposal, or Oecember 7, 1999. VVhile many of the activities
can begin on or around that date, it is unlikely that a completely automated data entry system
could be designed and implemented by that date. As a result of competing Y2K issues, the DOJ
agencies (and in the case of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, the U.S. Customs
Service) are not expected to have automated systems in place untit March 31, 2000. Until
automated systems are in place, data collection will be conducted manually.J

1-:-- Drug Enforcement Administration
Despite intervening Y2K priorities, the Drug Enforcement Administration has proposed to
implement interim procedures to collect information on nonsuspect-specific public
encounters. As with its current procedures relating to arrest data, data will be collected by
special agents in hard copy _ Data collection forms will be forwarded by each participating
field office to DEA Headquarters in Arlington, VA on a regular basis and keypunched by
OEA data entry staff. Following the design and implementation of modifications to its
Divisional Enforcement Activity Log system, data entry will be completed in each

20MB has not promulgated standards for Idenilryrng elhnlc groups beyond HisparliC. Some of ihe agencies have expressed
concern regarcmg the absence of defining criteria for 01 her ethmcgroups and. Iherefore are reluctant 10 expand Ihe coliecl,on o'
ethniC caleqones

:3 The U $- Customs Service mamtarns Ihe Inleragency Border Inspection System used by INS
IhlS syslern w,ll need 10 be accomollshed by the U S Customs Service

Accordrng to INS. any changes 10
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participating field office. Hard copies of the data collection forms will continue to be
forwarded to Arlington for archiving and quality control.
As part of its Operation Jetvvaydrug interdiction program, OEA special agents routinely
make pedestrian stops in airports, tra'in and bus stations, and parcel facilities. The Drug
Enforcement Administration has identified a set of factors it considers when approaching
an individual suspected of transporting controlled substances. Searches - both consent
and warrantless - of persons encountered may be conducted of those stopped.
The Drug Enforcement Administration is propos'lng at least six and up to nine Operation
Jetvvay sites for the field test: Detroit Metropolitan Airport, Newark International Airport,
Chicago-O'Hare International Airport, George Bush Intercontinental Airport (Houston),
Miami intemational Airport, Charleston, SC bus station, Cleveland, OH train station,
Albuquerque, NM train station, and Sacramento, CA bus station. The selection of such
varied sites will provide for the monitoring of people using different modes of
transportation under the observation of OEA special agents. BJS will analyze the data
collected by DEA.
To determine whether race and ethnicity are used by OE.A. agents as criteria for initiating
contact, an independent study of the demographic characteristics of persons using those
transportation terminals will eventually be needed_ Certain modes of transportation and
transportation terminals in certain areas may be used more frequently by persons of
particular racial or ethnic groups. Therefore, it is important to determine the demograpr Ie
composition of the population observed by DEA special agents as part of Operation
Jetway.
BJS is pursuing a variety of research and monitor"lng techniques available to help
estimate the demographic composition of the total population under consideration. ThiS
necessary to determine whether law enforcement disproportionately encounters a
particular race or ethniC group in non-suspect stops.

2.

IS

Immigration and Naturalization Service

The field test by the Immigration and Naturalization Service is complicated by three
factors; (1) the, data systems used by INS are developed and maintained by the U.S.
Customs Service; (2) INS is statutorily required to process pass-engers arriving into the
United States by plane within 45 minutes of arrival;· and (3) the volume of entrants
processed by INS - more than 450 million primary inspections are conducted annually would make any data collection involving the population of those entering impractical.
According to the Department of Treasury, it is unlikely that the Interagency Border
Inspection System (IBIS) can be modified to incorporate changes required of this effort
before the end of the calendar year. Customs Service resources are committed to
resolving Y2K issues before any new applications can be developed or existing
applications mOdified.
All persons entering the United States are interviewed by INS inspections officers at land
border crossings, seaports. and airports. (At some land borders, INS and Customs
inspectors share duties,) The Immigration and Naturalization Service has identified a set
of factors its agen!s consider when making secondary referrals Additionally, INS 60ro'2'
Patrol agents routinely patrol areas near land borders for persons illegally crossing into
the United States and INS investigators routinely investigate employers to determine
whether they employ illegal aliens, Investigations of employers will be excluded from the
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field test because these investigations are initiated following a review of employment and
tax records rather than onsite inspections_
To determine the demographic characteristics of those entering the United States, the
collection of race and ethnicity data on a statistical sample of those entering the United
States would be most practical. Samples could be drawn from the INS's Advance
Passenger Information System. Full data collection would be conducted on those
persons referred for secondary inspection.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service is proposing ports of entry for the field test
including John F. Kennedy International Airport, George Bush Intercontinental Airport
(Houston), and SeattlefTacoma Airport. In addition, Border Patrol agents conducting
~roving patrols~ stationed at the EI Cajon Station (near San Diego, CAl. Yuma Station
(near Yuma, Al), and EI Paso Station (near EI Paso, TX) will also participate in the field
test. A fixed check-point in the Southwest United States and a land-border crossing along
the U.S.-Mexican border (Del Rio, Texas) will also be included
It is anticipated that the U.S. Customs Service will also propose John F Kennedy Airport
as a site for its field test Accordingly, the coffection of data on the enforcement activities
of the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Immigration and Naturalization SeNice, and
the U.S. Customs Service at the same airports (e,g., JFK Airport: INS and Customs;
Houston: DEA and INS) will permit comprehensive mOOiloring of the law enforcement
activities relating to persons using a selected ports of entry

The rmmigration and Naturalization Service submitted a proposal describing the scope of
its activities relating to the EXecutive Memorandum (See, Attachment 1)
3.

Data elements to be collected

A core set of data elements is proposed for the participating law enforcement agencies to
collect on each nonsuspect~specific public encounter or, in the case of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, on each referral for secondary inspection. Information
describing demograpbiC-Characteristics suctLas_gender, race, ethnicity, .oational. origiD~ __ _
and date of birth will be based on the agents' observation of the person encountered or
official documents, e.g., drivers' license and passports, where available. The minimum
data elements that will be collected are:

Date of the encounter. Month, gay, and year of the encounter
Time of the contact (start): Time of day the contact was initiated.
Gender. The person's observed gender - Male or Female.
Race and Ethnicity Race and ethnicity will be collected in accordance with the
OMS Standards for the Classification of Federal data on Race and Ethnicitv (See.
attachment 2).
National origin: National origin will be collected for all encounters at land border
crossings, sea ports, International airports, and roving patrols by INS Border
Patrol Agents, National origin will be based on the agents' review of travel
documents including passports and visas. The collection of data on national
origin will serve as a supplement to data collected on the ethn-Icity
Location of contact General information describing the location of the
encounter such as the name of the border crosSing, seaport, airport, tram or bus
station, or street address. For encounters in airports, information identifying the
terminal (domestic, international (arrivals or deoartures)) will also be collected
Suspected crimina! activity. The illegal activity ior which the person is
suspec:!ed NCIC codes describing criminal activity will be used (See. attachme~l
3)
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Reason(s) for contact Any information describing the reasons the agent
initiated contact with the person. For INS inspectIons, only the reasons the
person was referred to secondary inspection will be recorded, since primary
inspectIon is required of all persons attempting entry into the United States.
External sources of information on the person contacted: Any external
sources of information regarding potential illegal activity by the person will be
recorded.
Law enforcement action taken: Actions taken by agents in response to the
initial encounter will be recorded. Possible actions by agents include: citation,
consent searches, warrantless searches, temporary detention, arrest. and
voluntary departure (INS only).
Time of contact (end): Time of day the contact was concluded.
The agenCies may collect additional data as they deem appropriate. While the Executive
Memorandum prohibits the collection of information identifiable to an individual (both the
individual encountered and the law enforcement officer making the contact), if this
information is currently collected by the agencies for administrative purposes, the
agencies are not asked to halt the collection of this information. However, for the
purposes of tasks associated with the Executive Memorandum, this information will not be
inc!uded in any data files forwarded to the Bureau of Justice Statistics for analysis.

8.

Arrest data

Currently, each of the DOJ law enforcement agencies collects information describing persons
arrested. As part of its tasks related to the executive Memorandum. the Bureau of Justice
Statistics reviewed each agency's data collection system to determine the extent to which data
describing the arrestee's race, ethnicity, and gender was collected and whether those data
elements were collected in a manner consistent with the OMS Standards for the Classification of
Federal data on Race and Ethnicity.
The Bureau of Justice Statistics plans to incorporate Federal arrest data into its ongoing Federal
Justice Statistics Program. Through its Federal Justice Statistics Program, the Bureau of Justice
Statistics currently compiles Federal criminal case processing data from the U.S. Marshals
Service, the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, the
U.S. Sentencing Commission, and the Bureau of Prisons. By incorporating arrest data into an
existing program, BJS can ensure that these data are regularly and systematically analyzed and
reported. Arrest data can be used to monitor the racial and ethnic composition of persons at each
stage of the Federa! criminal justice system.

-L

--- U.S. Ma·rshals

Service:~

The U.S. Marshals Service is a central repository for information on persons arrested and
booked by Federal law enforcement agencies for Federal offenses. During fiscal year
1998, the U.S. Marshals Service processed 106,180 arrestees (See, attachment 4). Of
these, the U.S. Marshals arrested 29,024, or 27% of all Federal arrestees
The U.S. Marshals Service Prisoner Tracking System does not comply with the OMS
Standards for the Classification of Federal data on Race and Ethnicity. Currently, the only
racial or ethnic categories collected by the Marshals Service are· White, Black. Asian,
Indian, and Other. For the Marshals Service to meet the minimum requirements of the
OMB standards, the racefethnicity data element would need to be expanded to include
Hispanic and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific {slander.
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2.

Drug Enforcement Administration.

The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) collects information on all persons arrested
by DEA special agents regardless of whether the person is prosecuted in Federal, State,
or foreign courts. The court of jurisdiction is identified. During fiscal year 1998, DEA
special agents arrested more than 30,000 persons.
The Drug Enforcement Administration Defendant Statistical System and Division
Enforcement Activity Log do not comply with the OMS Standards (or the Classification of
Federal data on Race and Ethnicity. The DEA systems currently lacks a separate racial
group for Native Hawaiian or Other Pactfic Islander. These racial groups are collected as
part of the Asian category. For DEA to comply with the OMB standards, the current
category Asian-Pacific Islander will need to be disaggregated into Asian and Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.
3.

Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) collects information on al[ persons arrested by
FBI special agents regardless of whether the person is prosecuted in Federal, State, or
foreign courts. During fiscal year 1998, FBI special agents arrested approximately 12.000
persons.
As part of its Uniform Crime Reporting and National Incident Based Reporting System
programs, the FBI is currently reviewing its compliance with the OMB standards
4.

Bureau of Prisons.

The Bureau of Prisons collects information on all persons under its jurisdiction, i.e.,
pretrial detainees in selected metropolitan areas, sentenced offenders, and certain other
long-term detainees. Bureau of Prisons correctional officers make few arrests. As of
December 31, 1998, 123,041 persons - about 90% of whom had been convicted - were
under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Prisons.
The Bureau of Prisons SENTRY data system does not comply with the OMB Standards·
for the Classification of Federal data on Race and Ethnicitv. The BOP system currently
lacks a separate racial group for Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander. These racial
groups are collected as part of the Asian-Pacific Islander category. For BOP to comply
with the OMB standards, the current category ASian·Pacific Islander will need to be
disaggregatcd into Asian ~nd Native Haw;;:ifan or Other Pacific Is!ander.
5.

Immigration and Naturalization Service.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service collects information on all persons entering
the United States, all persons apprehended by INS law enforcement for illegally entering
or remaining in the United States, and all persons subject to removal from the United
States. INS annually makes approximately 450 million primary inspections: 8 million
secondary inspections and 1.2 million arrests.
Some of the data systems maintained by INS. e.g. IBIS, RIPS, INTEX, currently do not
collect informatIOn deSCribing the race and ethnlclty of the Individual encountered While
the ENFORCE data system does include this Information, ENFORCE does not comply
with the OMS Standards for the Classification of Federal data on Race and Ethnicity. The
ENFORCE system currently lacks a separate racial group for Native Hawaiian or Other
Pacific Islander These racral groups are collected as part of the Asian-Pacific Islander
category. For ENFORCE to comply with the Or',l1.8 standards. the current category ASlan-
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Pacific Islander will need to be disaggregated into ASIan and Native Hawaiian or Other
Pacific Islander.

C.

Prosecutions in Federal court

Currently the Executive Office for u.s. Attorneys does not collect demographic information on
persons investigated or prosecuted by U.S. Attorneys. Demographic Information on persons
arraigned on Federal charges is available from the Federal judiciary.5
To facilitate a more comprehensive analysis of prosecutorial decisions - particularly U.S. Attorney
declinations - the Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys will incorporate into theif existing data
collection system - LIONS - information on the race, ethnicity, and gender of persons
investigated

O.

Sentencing of convicted Federal defendants

The Executive Office for u.s. Attorneys does not collect demographic information on persons
convicted and sentenced in the Federal courts. Demographic information on persons sentenced
s
in the Federal courts is available from the U.S. Sentencing Commission.

v.

Coordination with the Departments of the Interior and the Treasury

A.

Department of the Interior

The Department of the Interior has submitted a data collection proposaL (See, Attachment 5)
The Department of the Interior employs sworn law enforcement officers in five different agencies
Bureau of Indian Affairs. Bureau of Land Management. Bureau of Reclamation, National Park
Service, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Officers in many of these agencies do not have
general law enforcement authority, seldom have regular contact with the public, and make few
arrests. The National Park Service - both U.S. Park Pollce and Park Rangers - was the only
agency identified by the DepartmenToflnterioras having regularcontact-with the publlc and
making a substantial number of arrests.
The Department of the Interior has agreed to coUect data in the manner prescribed by the
Department of Justice. The data collection system will be field tested in 10 sites
Lake Mead National Recreation Area (Nevada and Arizona)
Yosemite National Park (California)
Grand Canyon National Park (Arizona)
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area (Arizona and Utah)
National Expansion Memorial (Missouri)
Indiana Dunes National Lake Shore (Indiana)
Natchez Trace Parkway (Mississippi and Tennessee)
Blue Ridge Parkway (Virginia and North Carolina)
Valley Forge National Historical Park (Pennsylvania)
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area (Pennsylvania and New Jersey)
Baltimore "v'Vashlngton Parkway (Washington DC and Maryland)
Data collected by the Department of the Interior will be analyzed by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics and Included In the report to the President prepared by the Attorney Gerleral
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B.

Department of the Treasury

The Department of the Treasury

IS

submitting a data collection proposal under separate cover

The Department of the Treasury employs law enforcement officers within the Bureau of Alcohol.
Tobacco and Firearms, Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Customs Service, and U.S. Secret
Service. The uniformed division of the Secret Service and the U.S. CUstoms Service were the two
agencies identified by the Department of the Treasury as having regular contact with the public
and making a substant!al number of arrests resulting from that contact
The Department of the Treasury has agreed to follow the general data collection
standards identified by the Department of Justice - particularly as they relate to the
collection of data on race and ethnicity. Treasury will field test their data collection system
in Washington DC (for the uniformed division of Secret Service) and at Chicago O'Hare
International, JFK International, Newark International, Miami International, and Los
Angeles International airports (for the U.S. Customs Service).
The Department of the Treasury will separately analyze and report on data collected as
part of the field test This analysis will be included in the report from the Attorney General
to the President.
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Appendix

(3:

Other Departmental Efforts to Ensure the Fair Administration of
Federal La\\' Enforcement

The DepUrlmenl ha:; a number or activities, beyond data collection, to ensure the fair
clUllllllistration of feder;!! law enforcement.
A.

The Criminal Division's Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section

The Asset Fort·enure and Money Laundering Section of the Climinal DiVIsion (AFMLS)
has engaged in pioneering wurk La ensure that race and ethniclty are not Improperly considered in
asset forfeiture decisions. III June :WQQ, a Depanment-wide Asset Forfeiture and Money
Laundering Worbng GI·OUp was formed to address this issue. '
The working group has focused on three curricula to train law enforcement on (he proper
klses for forfeiture actions
The B(/s/c Asset Forfeitllre CurricululIl targets line officers, mid-level s~pervis'ors,
and commanders at the federal. state and local levels. Two modules address racial
profiling·
The Targers uIForfeilllre module emphasizes that racial targeting is
prohibited <lnd does not accomplish the law enforcement objective of
dIsmantling the criminal enterprise. A scenario involving rac1<.l1 profilIng
reinforces this discussion.

Another module, devoted to ethics, emphasizes the concems about
cOITuption, faimess and accountability in asset forfeiture. The topic of
l·aCl<.!I profiling is addressed as an issue under the faimess component.
The working group is developing another training module on raci~d profiling
based on the ethical approach used in the Cllrriculum. To increase <lwareness of
the ethical CDncems raised by the use of characteristics such as race and ethnicity,
this module wil! use slides, video clips. hypothetical scenarios and discussions
In conjunction with federal, stale and local law enforcement, Including the
National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE), the

The AFMLS is not clliicL"!lng d<lt,l on the usc oj" 1·,IL'C in their law enforcement ;lL"lll'llie~.
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working group IS also developing an outline on racli.iI profiling with case
simul,llions

~ccl1drios ~Ind

The working grou[) IS also reviewing c.\lsting policle.s dll(...1 procedures to address raciill
profilIng. The Working Group has previously recommended for approval the revised National
Cock of Professional Conduct for Asset Forfeiture. The working group IS also revising the
Model A.I".\('( For/"eirllre Policies (lild Procedures Mal/lla/ to address r..!Cial profiling.

B.

The Deputy Attorney General's Working Group on the Use of Race and Ethnicity
in Law Enforcement and a Federal Policy on the Use of Race and Ethnicity in
Law EnForcement

During the course of developing a response to the Executive Memorandum, the Attorney
General us ked the Deputy Attorney General to lead a Department of Justice "Working Group on
the Use of Race and Ethnicity in Luw Enforcement." The working group includes senior-level
participants from DEA, INS, the Federal Bureau of lnvestigmion, the United States Marshals
Servil:e, the Bureau of Prisons, the Executive Office of United States Attorneys, the Civil Rights
DIvision, the Cnminal DiviSion, (he Civil Division, the Office of Policy Development and other
cumponents within the Department. One of the key objecti ves of the working group has been [0
develop a proposed policy on the use of race and ethnicir), in fedend law enforcement activities.
The component members of t'he working group have agreed on general language
condemning [he iHegul use of race and condemning any i.lctions based upon stereotypes. attitudes
or beliefs that a person's race or erilnicity increases that person·s generul propensity to act
uIlJa\\'fLlI!~'. Furthermore, all components have agreed thaI neither i"<ll:e nor ethnicity should evel.
be [ile sule fal:tor motlvaling Jaw enforcement activity. It has proven qUIte difficult, howevel.. to
<lnindUle the nature of the additIOnal information which, in combination with the racial or ethnic
descriptor, would be sufficient ro permit the consideration of race or ethnicity. The working
group's effort to develop a race policy in federal law enforcement continues.
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:\PPl'llciix C:
Department Efforts to Enhance the Fair Administration of
State and Local Law Enf'orcement

The President's E,\CCLlII\'C Memorandll!l1I'(ll'USeS

011

tile LIse 01 datillO enhalKc Lllrness III

klkr~d law enforcelllellt. However. federa! hl\\' cni"on..:elllem <'lClivities represent only :1 pOrllOn 01'
the Department'::; dforts tt) promote the I',urness and clleL:tiveness of law enforcement

n~J(iollwlde. In panJl:ular, tile Depurtment provides tcchnlGli assistance and grants Lo slales and
Illcaillies through the Community Relations ServiL:c. Community Oriented Poli<.:ing Services and
the Office of Justice Programs, and engages in enforcement of civil rights laws as well i.lS
outreach to the iuw enforcement and civil rights communities through the Civil Rights Division
Moreover. We le.,dership offices within the Depanrnent have underraken <'1 selies of efforts with
stilles and localities!O promote a dialogue on the isslles of police integnty, rucial profiling and
civil rights enforcement efforts. These efforts are summarized below
:\.

State and Local Data Collections Surveyed or Analyzed by 8JS

During 1999, 81S surveyed state police agencies on the availability of demographic duta
descnbing persons (drivers and/or passengers) stopped for traffic violations, While thirty-one
Slate police agencies reponed that they collected data describing the race and ethnicity of drivers
stopped for tntffic violations. only eighteen agencies reponed that this infolmation was stored
ckc!romcally. The fuB findings of this BJS survey are presented in the repon entitled Tr(!/lic
Sruf1 Dara Co/leclioll Polierc,I' /"orS(mf' Police, 1999 SJS plans to re-survey SIdle police
.lgl"llCleS during 2001
In December 2000, BJS supplemented to the National Crime Victimization Survey.
gathering data on interactions with police during traffic stops. BJS will release the results of this
survey in 2001. This report wil! describe the extent to which persons reported having contact
\\'llh police, the reason for the contact, the extent of the <.:ontact and whether force was used by
the police as part of the contact.
B.

The Department's EfTorts to Strengthen POlice-Community Relationships

The Department 01 Justrce has undertaken several efforts to strengthen police-<.:ornrnunity
1'l"I;llionships. In June I tJ99, the President and the Atlomey General convened a conference tItled
."J{rt'lIgrhclling Police C(ll/llJlIl/lily Relationships. ThiS conference brought together <.:iv1l rights
;111(1 community ieJdcrs, pDlice chiefs and police labor representatives, experts in pollee pra<.:tices
;IIlU reder~11 officials to discuss ways to build trust hetween law enforcement and the t.:omlllunilies
they serVe. Follow-up mectings were held on the follOWing topics: Police Accountahility
S\~lC!1l~: R~lCIi!l PI·tli'llill!,.' ;111(1 D<lta Collection S~""\~lllS, Ilil'il1g <lnd RCCI"l!ltlllCIlL ;llld PUll':':: U.~e
\)1 hm.:c. III 'ldJltlllll. tile C(lllllllUl1ily Rel ..illons SUI IL'C h;ls \vurkcu in counties..; IUJ"ISUICtll111S tt)
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Icduce Il'll.~ltlll:; <lnd

[0

melildle ~(lI1f1IC[S bCl\\('CIl

[;1\\

elll"on:cnlCll! d~enc:cs and community

1\'sldl'1H"~

C.

Grants and Technical Assistance
The COPS Office has provided resources

[(1

I"oster development of innovative training for

1;1\\ enforcemenl agencies and training academies throughout lhe country and [Q develop model
PI'i!Cliccs around important IIlLegrity issues. These Inrtld\JVes include: delivering on~site
technical assistance to police departments on the most effective use of early warning systems;

Jcvcluprng a Icadershlp~trainlng model that int,:luues a strong ethics component; producing
training ma[enals and model policies on balancing crime prevention strategies and civil rights:
developing a roll call training vtdeo tape on Mutual Respect in Policing: developing a training
\"ideo tape and curriculum on Effective Management of Pobce Ovel1ime; and publishing A
Nel'orr ()II I/l(' Proceedillgs /rofll (l Problem So/l'lng Croup 011 Lmv En/orcemem SlOpS alld
Selln'hes,

In ,lddillon:
The COPS office provided aVet· $
Fiscal Ye:..tr ~OOO.

j j

Illrillon dollars for In car video cameras in

The Bureau 01" Justice Assistance prOVided S:l·milhon dollars in Fiscal Year :2000
t'orcultural and diversity training for five urb;..tn police depanments.
Police as Prohlf'1I1 Solveralld Peacelllaker: In September :2000, the COPS Office

made grants to five police depar1ments [o'implement and enhance model practices
to build trust. In 2001, the COPS Office plans to expand the program beyond the
five original sites by fostering a higher-level of collaboration among the original

sites and their neighbOring local police depanments" With the original sites taking
leadership as project "hubs," the objective will be to document, showcase and
replicate coordinated "model practices" on a national level.
Regiollal CO/lll/wlliry Policing {nsrifllres (RCPl.r): The COPS Office is working
with the CommunIty Policing COllsOI"tium and teams of subject-maner expens and
t,:un'iculum development specii.llis[~ [0 develop it cUITiculum on ethics and
1Illegrity for fJolice executives [0 be delivered ;.\t fifteen RCPls. This cU!Ticula
will IIlcorpol"<!le the general cont,:cpl~ Dr "procedural faIrness" and "respcClful
policing," and include specific Instruction In areas such as early warning systems,
data collection. use of force poliCies / pl',l("tices and citizen leadership.

In January ]On [ the Depanmenl \\ ii[ jlllhllSh ~l 'itt nt" )"lnnclplc'i dcslgnedtCl
PJ"t)IllOlC ppllcc II1\egntY ,mu COll1hdt pulln: IllIS''':llllUUC! The pnnclples covel '-I
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[';[nge or' topics, Including: Cltllen complaInt processes; the investigation and
dIsciplining of police misconduct: use of force policies; use of force reporting:
carly ,,'<lrnrng systems for identifYing prohlemallc police oehavlor; training;
IHln-dlsuiminatory policing and data collection: and recruitment, hiring and
promotIon
{kwJllrce GlUde

()I!

Racial Pm/flillg Dwa Co{{ecri()1l SvsrclIIs: Prol1li.c;ing

Pracrius alld Lessol/s Leamed (November 2000)' I written by Deborah Ramirez.

LH.:k McDevitt and Amy FurTe11 of Nonheastem University, focuses on traffic stop
data collection and outlines ways that several jurisdictions are collecting data,
how they have addressed problems that they have encountered and how they
analyze the data.

D.

Building Greater Trust and Confidence in the Police

In May 1999, the Department of Justice brought together a group of criminal justice
pr;lclitioners <lnd policy-onented academics to discuss emerging crime policy challenges and
upportunities. One of the major challenges this group identified was the need to build public
trllst Jnd confidence in the criminal justice system. In March 2000, the Department convened a
rullow·up meeting. titled "Cnme Policy in the 21'1 Century: Bui/ding Trust and Confidence in the
Cnillinal Justice System," to discuss ways of increasing communities' trust in and
u)[nmunlc<llion WIth the criminal justice system_ These meetings concluded that
PubliC perceptions of police actions <Jnd public Willingness to accept deciSions
made by police officers are largely determined hy the way in which the police
personally treat cillzens and the perceived birness of the procedures used by
police.
Citizens focus on whether they are treated with respect and dignity and whether or
not they feel that their rights are acknowledged.
People react favorably to authorities whom they feel are unbiased. honest and
make their decisions based on facts. not personJI opinions.
People who perceive that they have been treated faIrly by the police are more
likely to believe that the system operates professionaHy and objectively.
People care more as much ubout procedllml/oimess as they do about outcome
they want to believe that the system recognIzes their rights and does not
uiscriminate

l.S. !)cp;lrlll1~n( of ./uslin'
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On Octoher 17. ~()()(l, the approximately 270 police O/'i"lcla!s III the FBI's ~OJ"J National
ACldclllY class were ~lsked to [1rovlde their perspectives on the ;lix)Vc Ideas. Pan of lhe
CliScLlsslon rocused on the Idated issues of civil rights enforcement ,llllJ racial profiling. The
AllOl"ncy Gl'llcrai returned to the FBI Academy on November .2!, 2000 to dISCUSS Slate and loetl
examples or hudding lrUSl and confidence in rhe police.
E.

Enforcement and Outreach Efforts of the Civil Rights Division

For the past five years, the Civil Rights DiviSion has Implemented an initiative to
promote police Imeg!"![y and combat misconduct among state and 10«11 law enforcement agencies
through enforcement of federal civil rights laws and through outreach and education efforts.
Several of the Division's investigation and enforcement efforts have resulted in settlements
between lhe Department und the following police agencies:
Nt>\\' }('I"sey S{({fe Police. In December 1999. the DIVISion entered InlO a consell!
decree wJ!h the State of Nev. . Jersey [0 resolve our 1;1\\'sUIl alleging lhat the New
Jersey State Police were engaging in a paIlelll (II' practice or discnminatory traffil"
stops <tnd POSI-stop actIons. The consent decree'

prohibits state troopers from relying on race or ethnic origin when
selecting vehICles for traffic stops or In deciding on the nuture or
scope of post-stop actions, except when ;J trooper is seeking a
specific slispecl \-I..'ho hi.IS been identifieu in pan by his or her race
or ethnici!y:
requires state troopers to document each traffic stop, including
recording the race and ethnic origin of rhe driver and-information
describing the stop and any post-stop actions taken;
requires such documentation to be entered into a computerized
management tracking system; and
identifies the types of analyses thaI the State is to conduct using the
stop data in order to ensure that stale troopers and trooper units are
not engaging in discnminatory conduct
The DiviSion entered into a similar
agreement with Momgomery County. Maryland, lJl Janu;I1')' 2000 that includes the
Si.lllle hasic nondIscrimination policy included In rhe Nel." Jersey decree, and <.1150
I'l'qlllrc~ th'2 County PoilU' DCP,lrll1121l1 to c!OClIlnCllt II ,tI'(I~' ~IOrS hy [-ace ~lnd
t.:tllllll" llI"lgl!1 :'II1U to <I!l<.ilyl.C tile ddt;! to InOmtoI plllll"l' (lllLiuct
MOllfgollierl' COl/llfy Police Depaml/elI{"

l'.S. [)('P<I!-lllIt'lll !If .JlI~1 in'

'J.21)01
\ppcl\dix C -1',1);(,

.I;!!llJ<lfl
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L(J,\' Ang(!/c.I' Police [)C{Ja/"{lI/elll: In November 2000. the Depannient entered into

proposed consent decree with the City of Los Angeles. which is awaiting
;tppruval by the district court, The decree includes a nondiscrimination policy
slmii<Ir to the New Jersey <Ind Montgomery County policies, and requires the
collection and analysis of racial, ethnic and national origin data on both traffIC and
pedestri<'ln stops
d

f"l/s/Jurgh, P(,llllsr/t'{/l/iu, and Sle/(/Jellvil/e, Ohio. both ~nlered l!ltO L.:onscnt
decrees with the Department in 1997 that require the wllcction of stop data by
race.

The Civil Rights Division has engaged in extensive outreach and educatIOn efforts
uirccteu at state and local law enforcemenl. This has included partiCipation in conferences and
meetmgs regarding racial profiling and other police imegrity issues that have been convened by
the Depanmem leadership and other Department components, as well as conferences and
meetings convened by la\v enforcemem. civil rights, academic, and professional groups. It •.1Iso
has included smaller meetrngs with !;JW enforcement leaders, law enforcement union lei.iders, and
civil rtghts groups_ in addition. the Division has published a document describing iis "pattern or
practrce" program. entirled "Frequently Asked Questions About Department of Justice Police
Misconduct Pattem or Practice Program." This document and !he serrlements listed above are
:tvaliable on the Division website «www.usdoj.gov/crtlsplitl ».

C ..'>'. lJe[Jdrllll('n! or .Ju.,-!ic('
Llflll,wy 'J. 2()o I
'\p[J('udlX L" - I':lg(.;;
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Fairness in Law Enforcement
Airport Inspections
INS

FAIRNESS IN LA W ENFORCEMENT
DA T A EXTRACT
(All Data fields are fixej format and separated by back slashes "\")
,
DATA FIELD
FORMAT
SIZE
Pon of Entry (POE)
ICAO Airport code
J
Airport Terminal
4
Site Code;

SEQ
I

2

<\301 - SEA TILE. SEA-TAC. PASS PROC
A471_NEWYORl\..JFK.IABEAST
A-I72 - NEW YORl\.. JFK. BRITISH. BLDG 59
A47J _ NEW YORK. 1FK. AA. BLDG 57
A474 _ NEW YORK.IFK. TWA. BLDG 50
A475 - NEW YORK. JF!\., DELTA TERMINAL
A476 • NEW YORK, IFK. lAB WEST
A477 - NEW YORK. JFK. TERMINAL I
A.SJ.1 - HOUSTON. !AH, rAB. N TERM RD

3
7

Airline Code
Flight Number
Last Name
First Name
Date of Birth
Sox

j

4

5
6
J

8

SO

20
6
I

Left justified
Left justified
Passenger's surname
Passenger's first name
Passenger's DOB (YYMMDD)
Passenger's gender
'F' - Female
'M' - Male:
'U' - Unknown
.. - Unknown

9

I

Race Code

Passenger's Race entered by Primary
Inspector;
'I' - American Indian or Alaska Native
'A'-Asian
'S' - Black or Arrican American
'P' - Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
'W' - White

10

I

Ethnic Code

Passenger's Ethnicity entered by Primary
Inspector:
'Y' - indicates Hispanic or Lalino
"N' - not HispMic or Latino

II

Departure Location Code
Document Country of Issue
Date of INS Primary Query
Time of INS Primary Query
Query Result IndIcator

12
13
14
15

J
2
6
6
I

ICAO Airport of departure
Valid country code
YYMMDD
HHMMSS
Resulr of INS primary query;
'N' - No Match
"F" - NCIC hit
T- TECShit

Lane/Belt Number
API S indicalOr

4

IBIS's tenninal id (i.e CICS termid)

17

16

I

18

APIS Confirmation Indicator

I

19

Referral Indicator

I

'I' - AP1S passenger
'A' - Non_apis passen(!.~f
'C - Confmned
'R' - Reponed
N
No Referral
-C - Referred 10 Customs onl~' (no referral
InformatiOIl)
W - Referred to INS onh
'M' - Referred to INS and CUSlOms

20

Prlm<ln Rd..:rr:,! i\genc;.

I
!

II

I
r

I

--

--
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SEQ
21
22

-,
'"
24

25
26
27

28

INS - FAIRNESS IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
DA TA EXTRACT
(All Data fields are fixed forma! and separated by back slashes "\")
DATA FIELD
SIZE
FORMAT
Reason for Referral
158
The Primary Inspector's reason for
Primary Inspector user Id

9

referral of passenger (Free text)
Social Security number of Primary
Inspector

PositiYt" / Negative results nag

I

I NS Disposition code
I NS l!~cJusion code
Nationality code

'y' - Positive match
'N' - Negalive match

)

IBIS' lAC lab Ie

INS deferred 10 code
Referral code

)

IBIS' INY table

2
J
2

IBIS' ISC table
IBIS' INP table
INS secondary referral code:
01 - DOCUMENTARYIIDENTIFICATION
DEFICIENCIES
02 -IDENTIFIED TARGET

0)· TRAVEL fIiSTORY/ROUTlNG

29

INS Secondary Inspections Result text
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INFORMA nON
04 - BELONGINGrFITTING fN
05 - BDl." VIOR/CHARACTERISTICS
06· OTHER INDICA TrONS
07 - ,\DM[NISTRATIVE ONLY
08· DOCUMENTARY REQUIREMENTS
09· ACCOMPANYING ANOTHER PERSON

JI6

Results of Secondary Inspection (free
text)
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Fairness in Law Enforcement
Data Collection Field Test
Time

DRIVER

C;L\IJFH

D~bk

Of-,m,k
1/.,\("[

o i\m~"'an Ind"J\'AI:I.S'a~
DAs[~n
o UI>c~
D
o N'II~.

ETlINICtn"

o
o

HispaniC

Non·H"ranl'

[1,$. elTllL..

Na""

or Af"can AmCfltan

llawaii," Or olher

GE"'IlEI{

o
o
DA"a"
o
OWh'"
o heir,.

N."ve f!aWI"ln O( Olher
[il.nde,

GENDER.

L-...J

Ind,.nlAI;u~.n Nallve

,',;an
Illack Or Af" •• " Am." •• n

OWh'l'

o

Nal,velll ...... ,." or nlher

rae,r;c Islander

C£NDER

OM,I.
DF.male
RACE

\KRESTED

DYe,

ONo

o
o

!t..\C[

°
"

DYe,

ETiINICITY

"hie
Fcm,lc

Am",".,,,

Non·H'sp.lln,e

ONO

Blld or Af" •• " Amero.,"

o

ONo

U.s. CITIZEN

Am."ean Ind,an/AI..,lan N'I,,-.

°o

DYe;

D

Female

D

RACE

D

DH"panlc

"ACE

DHI<pan"

F.male

DA".n

ARRESTED

HIspanIC
Non·H"panIC

U.S. C1TlZ[.",

American Ind .. n.'Alashn

o

o
o
o
o
o

\;.S ctTI1.L\'

DYe>

ON"

ETllN1CITY

D

o

Female

RACE
Amentan

Ind,arllAlas~.n N.u~e

Black or

o
o

ArlO,,"

"'mcn"an

While
NalIVe Haw,,,."

PacifIc Islander

GENDER
Male
Female

RACE

H',panlc
Non·Hllpan,e

U.S. CITIZEN
DYe,

ONO

DASlan

Of

olher

ARRESTED

DYe,
ONo
ETHNICITY

o
o

Hi,palltc
Non.HispanlC

U.S. CITlZ.EN

DYes
ON'
ARRESTED

Oy~

Yel

Non·H'span,c

DYe,
ONo

OM.!c

ONo

o

ARRESTED

Nal,ve H."'ai,an 0' olher

ARRESTED

DHI,~nlC

DYe,
ONO

Pac,fic 1,13nder

GENDER

Nlln·thsp;tn,c

II.S. ('ITl7.[."

While

DYel

ETlU'OCln

N'II~.

Black or Af',,::.n "'mencon

o
o

ONO

D

ETiINICln'

Male

DYe;

ETHNlCln'

Dl\.hlc

o
o

ONO

whnc

P,c,f,c ["tande,

GENDER

ONo
GENDER

o

o

"ACE

Male

Fcm.l~

ETlINICITY

o
o

u.s.

HispanIC
Non·ll1Span,,:

CTTlZEr-,'

DYe,

ON,

\I(H.,-.., 1 [I)

0",
0,,,
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~ D{'.~cription

of the Stop/Referral

INSTRUCTIONS
Usc the Fairness I~ Law Enforcement Data Collection Form \0 record each "roving patrol" vehicle stop or referral to
secondary inspeclion. Usc additional COPU!S of this form as continuallon sheets ifnot all oflhe information regarding Ihe
Stop or referral won't fil on one form
Purpose of this form: As pan of the Department-Ic:d elTon to assess the incidence of racial profiling. Ihe Bordcr Patrol will
collect data relevant to the issue as it applies m two typcs of cnfon:ement actIOns. roving patrol and referrals to secondary at
a highway traffic checkpoint.
Roving Patrol involves an agent stopping a specific vehicle that hc or she belicves is carrying persons that are in violation of
immigration law or another law Ihe agent is authorized to enforce. Referral to ~condary involves agentS. during rOUline
operations al a Border Patrol checkpomt.. selecting a vehicle for closer inspection. In the "Description of the StoplReferral"
box above list the reason the vehicle was stopped or rcferred for secondary inspection.
Individual Characteristics:
The agent or agenls involved In [he roving patrol stop or referral [0 secondary will record Ihe Race. Ethnicity, Gender and
immediate disposition of each visible person involved in the stop or referral (i.e .. thc passengers and driver of the vehicle(s)
slopped or referrcd to secondary), on [he fonn by checking the appropriate box. Thc persons stopped,or refcrred should not
be qucs[ioned rcgarding their race. c[hnicliy. or gender ~olely for Ihe purpose or filing out the form. That informauon will be
collccted based on the agents observatIOns
Gender: Does the person appear to be
1) Male
Z) Female
Race: Does the person appear to be
I) American Indian or Alaskll Native: A person having origins in any ofthc original peoples of Nonh and South America
(including Central America). and who maintains tribal affiliation or community attachment.
Z) Alilln: A. p~rsQn h,,\ling origins m an)' of the original peoples urine Far Easi. Soulheast Asia, or the indian subcontinent

mcluding. for example, Cambodia. Chma. India. Japan. Korea, MalaYSia. Pakistan. the Philippine Islands, Thailand. and
Vietnam
3) Black or Arricln American: A pcrson havmg origins m any of the black racial groups of Africa
4) Nath'c Hawaiian or Pacific Islander; A person having ongins
or oth<:r Pacific Islands.

In

any of the original peoples of Hawaii. Guam, Samoa.

5) White: A person having origins in any of the onginal peoples of Europc. the Middle East, or North Africa
Ethnici!y: Does the penon appear to be
!) lIispanic or Latino: II perSall of Cuban. M\:.~lcan. Puerto f{lcall. South or Cenlf;]! AmcrIC3rl. or other Sr~ln.,h lulture 0:
oflg,in. regardless or racc
~)

;0.;01 Ilisplinic or Lalino:

()II1<.:1

111.\11 .!h,,' <.:

I·S CitiH'n
11 ~ e~
1) .\;()

'1'\"
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rdlrness in Law Enforcement
Land Port Inspections
Fields Collected

pon
uate_"egm
Ime_~egm

Ethnlc'ty
Kace
uen~er

Codes Used

Race
I

Amencan Indian or Alaska Native

A Asian

B Black. or Alrican American
p

Native Hawaiian or other PaCific Islander

W White

Nationality
1<eI.rral_Keason

Referral Code

Re erraL","Oue

I

OocumenUldentification Deficiencies

UlspOSltiOn

2

Identified Targets

Dispositlon_Goae

J

Travel HistoryfRouting Information

uate_"na

4

Not Fitting In

Ilme_r:::.nu

'051_ ~.conaary ~""tlons

5 Behavior/Characteristics
6 Otherflnd!cations
7 Administrative Only

8 Documentary Requirements
9 Accomoanvina

Disposition Code

c

Admitted from Secondary

D Alien Refused
E Alien Withdrawn

F Expedited Case Withdrawn
G Expedited Removal Order

H Referred Credible Fear
I

Alien Paroled

J

Inspection Deferred

K Referred to ImmiQration Judoe
Post~Secondary

Actions

ED Extended Detention

FL Forensic Document lab
PO Pal Down for Officer Safety
PS Search of Person
SE Search of Pe~ona[ Effects
VS Vehicle Search
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APPENDIX IV: THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION’S
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT REPORT

U. S. Department

orJustice

Dmg Enforcl:lTk:1ll Adm i ni~et1leion

h1l'w,deo,go v

Wa.s hinglon, D.C, 10537

JAN 15 2015
MEly!ORANDUt.,!
Nina S. l'elleei~r
A~si£ eam InspIlClOf Gcno:rJ I
EVa l!lacions Md InspcceiOIls
Oflke o~ctor Gcncf'JI

FltOM :

SU BJECT:

~~A,~~~
Aelin~ !)cpuey Chief In~Of
OrliC!: of Im;pectiOIiS

DEA's Response 10 eh<' OIG Dr3(t Rcpon: .. RI'I·;..... 0/ DElI 's U$t a/Cold C01IUIII
Ellr mjllius or Mils;' TmUSf'/JT/(lIioll Furi/ilies, A. l01.f.f){)7

Th~ Drug EnforC<!menl Adrnini slf'Jli o!, (OEA) h a~ rC"o'iewed the Depanment of Justice{[>OJ)
Office of the InSpt.'CtOl Gencl"Jl' s (DIG ) Dn,fl kepon cntitll'<.l . " R~,·i...., 0/ DEA'$ US" QjCQId
Cr)llStlil I:"lIcowliers 0/ MI1.<5 Trllll~pcrt/l/in" Faci};ties," DEA Bcl:nowledge~ DIG's e(fons in
rOflduccin t' a review IQ impl\m: IlOlicie~ and praclic<.."!i to Slrcn8:tl1cn ol'Crs igh t of cold rnt'oulll~rs ,
DEA iscommitted to bei ng an inlemDtionnl Oft'uni1,alion ha" inf': a glohal presence \\lith a si ngle"
rnissioo dcdieatctlto drull13W enrort't:rnem. DEA rocu>e~ on the vision 10 di srupl and di~manlle Ihe
l1lajordru~ II"Jfficl:ing supply orgJniZ3tions an d their netw()rks, eweciaJl y lilc poly-dru g trarticking
sources of supply whO d()nlio atc gh'lNtl drug m~rl;,t"t~,

In the OIG' s r.:pon, the DIG makes 11.'(rrcllc'e; to how Ihey "'cre unable 10 assc~s whelher col d
eonsent encounters:'lre 3n I'ffcclive means of intCltJiclion becnuse th~ DEA does not requil\! Ta . k
For,.: Grou ps (TFGs) III dOC\lI~nl enl-\!unteTS unle •• Ihey resull in a ;;eiwre or am"$1. It i ~ imlklrtant
to rIOIe th~t toJ(l enc,)u nter.. is ooe of many tools lila! DEA uses in inlerdicti on to:'lc hie"e DEA'5
si rntegic goals 10 (l is nlrt and di ~ m~nlic the major dnlg traffi cking ~ upply Ot'ga ni~allon,; ~nd lheir
Iletwork s - indudin g organil.ali ons that usc drug Iraffi ck ing proceeds to fund terror, DEA policy
requires lnVe~l i~alors 10 dotu~nt consens ual searches, eSpeci3 Uy when Ihe y resu lt in 3 seilure or
arrest HowHer: DEA docs not Itave lite legal authoril y co fOl1.'e people 10 pro"ide dcrnogrnphic
information unl ess the)' 3rc a~ted, nV!' tan DEA veri/)' thO! informati on when indiYiduals refuse IQ
engage in ~onversat i()n or provide in"orm~t i on , It wou ld nOI til' in DEA·s bes t inlerest to uS(' il s bt.." t
guesstimate in dClermining, lhc ra~e (ludng an encounter. which may nOl re.~ull in an acr",111e stali s!ic
Ih at would mOSI likely be u ~d in a follow-up audit of Ihl! S~ f11I! ~ubj l'<;l_
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In anolher Sd:tion uf the rcpun. the OrG discusses [he o..."p~nment 's concern about racial
prOfilin g wilh cold COnSCl11 CrlCoumcrs. It \\'~s nOled in it Dcpanmenl of Justice 2003 rcpon. entitled
RcU"e or fit/mid lY as II F/IC/lJr iu 1..(1111 EIr/orcemelU Opermio.u; A Sun·ey 0/ redatJl Ageucies thm
Iht' DEA has been aecus..'d of encouraging racial prollling by st3te and loc!!l police ill its training for
"Operation Pipeline" which is a highway dru g inlerdiction program. It is also ill1pun3nt IU nOie Ihat
the Dcpanmem's Civil Ri ghts Division re viewed OJX'ralion Pipeline training and de[ennined th3t
the semin3 rs did not leach offi cers to usc. race in dc1t:mlil1ing whether 10 conduct vehicle Sl opS.
The OIG makes tl\'e reca mme ndations in th<." ri:port. Hd ow are DEA '$ rC$ponse.s III the
recommendations.
Response to the Rl'COmmendations;
I. Consider huw to dd~ rmin~ if l'Old (.'o nsent encounters are being eu ndu cted in an implirtiaJ
ma nnl.'r. including f"('inslituling Ihl.' l1)lIet'tion of racial and oth~r demogra phic dala and how it
t"(lUld be used tn nlake Ihll t as5es..~nl ent.

DEA ("()ncu n; wilh thi s rtX'omm~ndMi\Jn 3nd will ~xpl orc oplions \[) addl\'s~ this l\."Col1llllelldatioll.
A working group. ~ Qmprj s1..'d of DBA slllff frum the Office or OperaTions Man~gt:ment, Ofrice of
Enforccment Oper~ti on s. Offi~e Of Rcsourc~ Man(lgcTTlem (lnd Offic\! of Chicf Counscl. will mcct to
discuss and consider reinstilllting the COllection of meial and OI her demographic data and how il
cou ld be used to make that assessment.
2. l>evelup a way 10 track enid co nsent encou nlers IIfld Iheir res ul l~ and lise Ihe infunnatiun
oollected 10 gai n a better understanding of whet her Bnd under whllt ci rcumsllmces IhfY lire a n
~ ITecti\~ usc of la w ~ nforct' m ~nt rt'so urces.

DEA concurs with th is recomme ndation and will convene a working group to discuss ideas and
oplinns for tracking consensual encounters and their res uhs aT mass tr:tnSllOn3lion facilities 10 gain :1
bellcr understanding ofh ow to moSt d fl..:ti ve!}' deploy DEA 's La w en forcemenl re sourc~.
3, Require all interdiction TFG members and super\'lsOrs to atte nd either Jetway or
II lternati\'e OEA-lIppro\'ed interdictitln training.
DEA concu rS "'ith Ihis rc.::oml'nendMion And will COIlv('nc!l working grQup in conjunCtion with
EPIC P<'r~onne l. to identify funding for training and \0 discuss Ihe de velopment or a process [0 track
the training ofTFG members and supervisors 3t e )th~r Jetw3Yor altcm3tl \,e DEA-appro ~ed
inlcrdiction schoo lS.

4. Ensure appropriate coordination or trainin g. polides. and operation5 ror co ndu ctin g culd
consent encount ers and searches. including 1I~"Se~sing which policies shuuld IIpply tu cold
co nsent searches a t transportatiOil fadliti cs and ensuring Ihat interdiction TFG members
knuw when and hnw to apply them,

DEA t'oncurs "'ith th is recommendation and will [('vic,,· curren! [IOlicics associated with consensual
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encoulllers and searches to determine whm updates may be necessary to adequlllely guide
interdiction TFG personnel. Jetway or ahen'l3tive DEA-approved interdiction schools will include
applicable DEA policy as pan of Ihe cuniculum for personnd assigned [0 DEA illlcrdiclion groups.
5. Eru mi"e whether disclaimer of tnsh furms should IH' used in cold encounters and if so,
es tablish a consistent prnctice and training regardi ng th eir use.

DEA conClLrs with this re<.:omn1CndU1ion and will cX3rninc whelher to develop a DEA-approyed
disclaimer of cash or pmpcny foml 10 be ulili r.cd in inStances when individuals deny ownership of
nssetS. Jf. afler exnminll1 ion. a DEA disclilimcr form is approved. l etw3y or alternative DEAapproved ililerd iclioll schools will provide proper uaining to persounel 3ssi!!oed [() DEA
illlerdiciion groups 10 ensure oonsis[em pmclices.
If )'011 have uny questions rcgardin,g this response. please contact the Audit Liaison Team. on
202_307_8200.
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APPENDIX V: OIG ANALYSIS OF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT
ADMINISTRATION’S RESPONSE

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provided a draft of this
report to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) for its comment. The
DEA’s response is included in Appendix IV to this report. The OIG analysis of
DEA’s response and actions necessary to close the recommendations are
discussed below.
Recommendation 1: Consider how to determine if cold consent encounters
are being conducted in an impartial manner, including reinstituting the
collection of racial and other demographic data and how it could be used to
make that assessment.
Status: Resolved.
DEA Response: The DEA concurred with this recommendation and
stated the DEA will convene a working group to discuss and consider
reinstituting the collection of racial and other demographic data and how it
can be used to make that assessment.
OIG Analysis: DEA’s planned actions are responsive to this
recommendation. By May 29, 2015, please provide the meeting minutes and
the results of the working group’s discussion. In addition, please provide the
methods considered and any planned actions that the DEA will take to
reinstitute the collection of racial and other demographic data and how the
DEA will use the data to assess whether cold consent encounters are being
conducted in an impartial manner.
Recommendation 2: Develop a way to track cold consent encounters and
their results and use the information collected to gain a better understanding
of whether and under what circumstances they are an effective use of law
enforcement resources.
Status: Resolved.
DEA Response: The DEA concurred with this recommendation and
stated that the DEA will convene a working group to discuss options for
tracking consensual encounters and their results at mass transportation
facilities in order to gain a better understanding of how to most effectively
deploy DEA’s law enforcement resources.
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OIG Analysis: The DEA’s planned actions are responsive to this
recommendation. By May 29, 2015, please provide the meeting minutes and
the results of the working group’s discussion. Specifically, please provide
documentation regarding the actions the DEA will take to develop a process
that tracks cold consent encounters to ensure that they are an effective use
of law enforcement resources.
Recommendation 3: Require all interdiction TFG members and supervisors
to attend either Jetway or alternative DEA-approved interdiction training.
Status: Resolved.
DEA Response: The DEA concurred with this recommendation and
stated that the DEA will convene a working group, to include EPIC personnel,
to help identify funding for training and to discuss the development of a
process to track the training of TFG members and supervisors at either
Jetway or alternative DEA-approved interdiction schools.
OIG Analysis: The DEA’s planned actions are responsive to this
recommendation. By May 29, 2015, please provide documentation showing
that interdiction TFG members and supervisors are now required to attend
Jetway or alternative DEA-approved interdiction training. In addition, please
provide documentation of the process the DEA developed to track the
training of TFG members and supervisors at Jetway or alternative DEAapproved interdiction schools. Specifically, this documentation should
include which current interdiction TFG members and supervisors have
received the training and an expected completion date for those interdiction
TFG members who have not yet attended the required training.
Recommendation 4: Ensure appropriate coordination of training, policies,
and operations for conducting cold consent encounters and searches,
including assessing which policies should apply to cold consent searches at
transportation facilities and ensuring that interdiction TFG members know
when and how to apply them.
Status: Resolved.
DEA Response: The DEA concurred with this recommendation and
stated the DEA will review policies associated with consensual encounters
and searches to determine what updates may be necessary to adequately
guide interdiction TFG personnel. The DEA also stated that Jetway or
alternative DEA-approved interdiction schools will include applicable DEA
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policy as part of the curriculum for personnel assigned to DEA interdiction
groups.
OIG Analysis: The DEA’s planned actions are responsive to this
recommendation. By May 29, 2015, please provide documentation that
shows which policies related to cold consent encounters and searches were
updated and incorporated into the curriculum for Jetway or alternative DEAapproved interdiction schools. In addition, please provide documentation
showing that current interdiction TFG members were informed of the policies
that apply to cold consent encounters and searches at transportation facilities
and any additional changes the DEA made to ensure the coordination of
training, policies, and operations for conducting cold consent encounters and
searches.
Recommendation 5: Examine whether disclaimer of ownership of cash
forms should be used in cold consent encounters and, if so, establish a
consistent practice and training regarding their use.
Status: Resolved.
DEA Response: The DEA concurred with this recommendation and
stated the DEA will examine whether to develop a DEA-approved disclaimer
of cash or property form to be utilized in instances when individuals deny
ownership of assets. The DEA also stated that if a DEA disclaimer form is
approved, Jetway or alternative DEA-approved interdiction schools will
provide proper training to personnel assigned to DEA interdiction groups to
ensure consistent practices.
OIG Analysis: The DEA’s planned actions are responsive to this
recommendation. By May 29, 2015, please provide the result of DEA’s
review of the disclaimer of ownership of cash form and whether the DEA will
continue to use the disclaimer of ownership of cash forms in cold consent
encounters. Additionally, please provide documentation of any DEAapproved disclaimer of ownership of cash forms and any training that the
DEA established to provide consistency during cold consent encounters.
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The Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General
(DOJ OIG) is a statutorily created independent entity
whose mission is to detect and deter waste, fraud,
abuse, and misconduct in the Department of Justice, and
to promote economy and efficiency in the Departments
operations. Information may be reported to the DOJ
OIG's hotline at www.justice.gov/oig/hotline or

(800) 869-4499.
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